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Message from the Chairs

Welcome to Lund in Skåne Län, Sweden and welcome to OSPERT’15, the 11th annual workshop on Operating Systems Platforms for Embedded Real-Time Applications. As we are entering the second decade of this unique venue, we invite you to join us in participating in a workshop of lively discussions, exchanging ideas about systems issues related to real-time and embedded systems.

The workshop will open with a keynote by Robert Leibinger, Solution Manager Innovations at Elektrobit Automotive GmbH, Germany. He will present his views on software architectures for advanced driver assistance systems. We are delighted that Robert volunteered to share his experience and perspective, as a healthy mix of academics and industry experts among its participants has always been one of OSPERT’s key strengths.

In addition to the traditional full workshop paper format, OSPERT’15 also solicited short papers this time. The workshop received a total of fourteen submissions, five of which were in the short-paper format. All papers were peer-reviewed and eleven papers were finally accepted. Each paper received at least three individual reviews.

The papers will be presented in three sessions. The first session includes three compelling papers that explore unconventional approaches to real-time systems design. The short papers, which cover a diverse and interesting range of current topics, will be presented in Session 2. Last but not least, the day will close with an interesting session on integration, isolation, and scheduling issues in the context of shared (multicore) platforms.

OSPERT’15 would not have been possible without the support of many people. The first thanks are due to Gerhard Fohler, Rob Davis and the ECRTS steering committee for entrusting us with organizing OSPERT’15, and for their continued support of the workshop. We would also like to thank the chairs of prior editions of the workshop who shaped OSPERT and let it grow into the successful event that it is today.

Our special thanks go to the program committee, a team of eleven experts from four different continents, for volunteering their time and effort to provide useful feedback to the authors, and of course to all the authors for their contributions and hard work.

Last, but not least, we thank you, the audience, for your participation. Through your stimulating questions and lively interest you help to define and improve OSPERT. We hope you will enjoy this day.

The Workshop Chairs,

Björn B. Brandenburg
Max Planck Institute for Software Systems
Kaiserslautern, Germany

Robert Kaiser
RheinMain University of Applied Sciences
Wiesbaden, Germany

Program Committee

Kevin Elphinstone, University of New South Wales, Australia
Michael Engel, Leeds Beckett University, UK
Paolo Gai, Evidence Srl, Italy
Shinya Honda, Nagoya University, Japan
Daniel Lohmann, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
Wolfgang Mauerer, Siemens AG, Germany
Chanik Park, Pohang University of Science and Technology, South Korea
Martijn van den Heuvel, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, Netherlands
Marcus VölP, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany
Rich West, Boston University, USA
Heechul Yun, University of Kansas, USA
In recent years, the demand for electronic control units (ECUs) has been rapidly growing along with the number and complexity of functions these ECUs help to realize. The criticality of functions from a functional safety point of view is also increasing, which has lead to a demand for standards for safety-critical systems such as IEC 61508 or ISO 26262. At the same time, the underlying software architecture has also been standardized by committees such as AUTOSAR.

Traditionally, most automotive systems have been constructed as fail-safe systems, i.e., the failure of a system is detected with high confidence and the system degrades or is simply shut down. Every driver is nowadays aware of such diagnostic functions in the form of yellow or red warning signs telling them to visit the garage or even to stop the car immediately.

However, with the advent of supported, assisted, or even autonomous driving, the focus shifts from fail-safe systems to fail-operational systems. Such systems need to detect an error or even the fault leading to an error before the error leads to the failure of the system. Such systems are well established in other domains such as nuclear, where failure is not an option, or avionics, where many systems simply can’t be shut down during flight operation.

As the automotive market is cost sensitive, different patterns need to be applied depending on the functionality, criticality, and reliability requirements of the system. To identify which pattern needs to be implemented, error scenarios as well as their effect on the reliability of the system need to be analyzed.

Reliability engineering shows that these solutions must use some form of redundancy, e.g., a degraded function on a different core of a multi-core processor or a different ECU or even a fully redundant function on a different ECU. Real-time requirements of the system as well as network latency and bandwidth are important factors for the selection of the optimal pattern. Such constraints often have a large impact on the implementation and can even influence the selection of algorithms that are used in advanced driver assistance systems, e.g., object recognition.

The keynote will show with examples how established concepts can be integrated into the automotive domain using both well-known approaches such as AUTOSAR or standard diagnostic functions, as well as new approaches such as service-oriented architectures based on automotive Ethernet.

Robert Leibinger studied Communication Electronics at Georg Simon Ohm University of Applied Sciences in Nuremberg, Germany. After graduating as Diplom-Ingenieur he started at 3SOFT (now Elektrobit, EB) in 2001 as Software Engineer for medical systems. In 2002, he switched to the automotive team, working on the OSEK operating system introduction at Daimler and serving as a consultant for several tier-1 suppliers regarding OSEK software architectures.

Starting in 2007, Robert became team leader of the AUTOSAR MCAL driver integration team and main contact to the microcontroller vendors. In 2011, he took over as the Product Manager responsible for the EB Safety Products and Operating Systems. Since 2014, he is part of the Solution Manager Team. The team defines and manages OEM-specific solutions using EB products and services. Robert is responsible for Daimler, JLR, and Functional Safety Solutions from Elektrobit.
Back to the Roots: Implementing the RTOS as a Specialized State Machine

Christian Dietrich, Martin Hoffmann, Daniel Lohmann
Department of Computer Science 4 - Distributed Systems and Operating Systems
Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nuremberg
{dietrich,hoffmann,lohmann}@cs.fau.de

Abstract— Real-time control systems, originally arisen from simple, state-machine-based discrete elements, nowadays comprise sophisticated and manifold software-based algorithms consolidated with different applications on single, yet powerful microcontrollers. Real-time operating systems were introduced to handle this complexity by providing APIs to describe the desired system behavior, however, at the cost of losing the clarity and explicitness of state-machine-based representations. This paper presents an approach to bring the RTOS back to the roots of a hardware-implementable finite state machine. The concept is based on a detailed static analysis of the application–kernel interaction to distill the real-time operating system behavior and find a FSM-based representation of the expected OS states and transitions. We apply our idea to a realistic control application based on an OSEK operating system, which results in a feasibly sized programmable logic array implementation. Having such a representation at hand might further leverage thorough system verification and validation based on existing and mature FSM analysis tools.

I. INTRODUCTION

Up to twenty-five years ago, embedded real-time control systems were typically designed by electrical engineers as finite state machines (FSMs) out of discrete elements. With the advent of cheap 4-bit and 8-bit microcontrollers, software has begun to take over the role of wiring discrete elements, but the paradigm of implementing control systems as FSMS remained. In comparison, the employment of a full-blown real-time operating system (RTOS) as underlying system software is a relatively young trend, triggered by the increasing complexity of control applications and the necessity of hardware consolidation. This is not always warmly welcomed by control-system engineers [18, 15], which is understandable, as the simple FSM paradigm has had some clear advantages: It is well understood (especially by certification authorities) and there is a large body of formal methods, heuristics, and tools available for optimization and validation, which leads to highly specialized, efficient implementations with low hardware requirements. On the other hand, employing an RTOS and its concepts (e.g., tasks, events, resources) can significantly ease the development of more complex control applications.

In this paper, we explore the possibility to get the best of both worlds: The idea is, to keep the RTOS interface for application development, but implement the RTOS itself (or more precisely: its concrete instance) as a FSM. Thereby, it becomes possible to use existing FSM-based analysis and validation tools (also) on the RTOS – or to push the RTOS completely “back into hardware” for perfect isolation.

This work was partly supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under grants no. LO 1719/1-3 (SPP 1500) and SCHR 603/9-1

A. Our Idea in a Nutshell

In theory, every computing system could be modelled as a FSM. This also holds for the RTOS: Every syscall, triggered synchronously by the application or asynchronously by an interrupt, can be considered as a transition on the OS-internal state (such as the ready list). The problem, however, is state explosion, caused by complex states and indeterminism in the control flow: Every syscall is a potential point of rescheduling at which, depending on the dynamic state of the ready list, some other task may be selected to continue execution.

The core idea of our approach is to reduce such indeterminism as far as possible at compile time: We exploit static knowledge about the RTOS configuration and its semantics in combination with a whole-system analysis across all control flows of the application to figure how the RTOS is actually used. Thereby, we derive a model on how the concrete application interacts with the kernel. We replace parts of the traditional OS implementation by an implementation of the derived model and (partially) specialize each syscall in the application at caller side to interact with the model.

The possible transitions on the kernel’s state (such as the outcome of a scheduling decision) can thereby be greatly reduced at compile time, in many cases even to exactly one: If for instance, some task A triggers another task B for execution (ActivateTask(B)), this is a potential point of rescheduling. In a strictly priority-based system, however, the result can be reduced (by considering the scheduler semantics) to exactly two possible follow-up states: Depending on the relative priorities of A and B, either A is running and B is set ready (as shown in Figure 1) or vice versa. If we can further determine their priorities by static analysis, the effective result of this concrete syscall invocation can be reduced to exactly one follow-up state.

Fig. 1: The operating system’s state determines its behavior. On system-call events, the OS changes this internal state.
B. Structure of the Paper

We apply our idea to the OSEK [13] / AUTOSAR [1] standards employed in the automotive industry. The RTOS included in these standards is an event-triggered, priority-driven, preemptive kernel. Its static configuration includes the number of tasks, their priority, the events they can wait for, and the OS executes the idle loop until the next IRQ occurs. Based on this example, the following Section II presents the static analysis and FSM construction. Finally, we provide first preliminary results on applying our concept to a realistic application scenario, and discuss further possible use cases.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

We divide our approach into three distinguishable parts: (1) The extraction of fine-grained interaction knowledge from the application. (2) The transformation to an executable model of the operating system. (3) The concrete implementation of the executable model. Figure 2 depicts the information flow of all three stages. With the system-state enumeration (SSE), we extract the interaction as a state-transition graph (STG) that enumerates all possible system states and their execution sequences. We identify all visible kernel states and construct a (minimized) FSM. As one possible implementation, we assign binary vectors for inputs, states, and outputs of the FSM and encode the minimized truth table as a programmable logic array (PLA) simulation in software. In the following, we will investigate these steps in a greater detail.
A. System-State Enumeration

In the first step, we statically analyze the interaction of a given application with an abstract OSEK operating system. We already described this extraction step in previous work [5]. Therefore, we outline the system-state enumeration (SSE) mechanism only briefly and focus on the extracted fine-grained interaction knowledge, which is expressed as a STG.

The system-state enumeration combines three different sources of information in a forward simulation of the system: First, the system semantics, as defined by the OSEK specification [13]. Second, the system configuration, as declared in a domain-specific configuration language (OIL). And, third, the application logic, which is extracted from the control-flow graphs of the compiled application. The configuration already contains coarse-grained information about the system, like the set of tasks and their priorities. Together with the system semantics, we calculate fine-grained knowledge to predict the operating system’s decisions in presence of the given application logic.

The SSE discriminates two block archetypes in the application: computation and system-call blocks. In computation blocks, the application does not issue system calls and therefore the OS state cannot be changed synchronously. Nevertheless, IRQs can only occur in computation blocks, and are modeled as asynchronous activation of ISR proxy tasks. The other block archetype contains system calls, which interact with the kernel synchronously and modify its state.

The central data structure for the SSE is the abstract system state (AbSS), which captures information about a system at a given point in time. For each task, an AbSS includes the ready flag, the current priority, and which block should be executed next in a task’s context. Except the initial state, each AbSS has one task marked as the currently running task. In Figure 4, each node represents a simplified AbSS for the example system from Figure 3. For each task (interrupt-service routines and idle task included), the node contains the blocks to be executed next, while the currently active task is highlighted.

The SSE discovers all possible AbSSs for the given application, by repeated application of a systemSemantic() function on already discovered states until no new states appear. This transition function evaluates the block of the currently running task, calculates the block’s influence on the current system state, and emits one or more follow-up states. For example, in Figure 4 only AbSS 2 executes block 1 next. Since block 1 contains a TerminateTask() system call, the transition function emits one follow-up state 3 with T1 marked as not-ready. Furthermore, the transition function applies the OSEK scheduling rules and marks the idle task as running. All discovered AbSSs and their follow-up states are connected in the state-transition graph (STG).

interrupt-service routines (ISR) are modeled with proxy tasks, which are assigned the highest possible priority and are executed under interrupt blockade. They are activated by the transition function within computation blocks. In Figure 4, the idle state 3 has two follow-up states: first, a self loop, since it is its own CFG successor. Secondly, the idle state can proceed to state 4. This transition is the result of a virtual IRQ and the ISR entry block 0 will be executed next.

B. Kernel-Visible State Machines

As desired, the STG subsumes the application’s control flow, as well as the kernel’s scheduling decisions. We aim to implement only the OS’ behavior. Therefore, we have to separate state transitions into application transitions and OS transitions. The application transitions are implemented by the application itself, in terms of branches, loops, and function calls. They are executed directly by the processor. Our specialized kernel should only implement the OS transitions, since only those are dictated by the OSEK specification.

As already said, each state represents the system right before a certain block is executed. Some states execute a computation block next, some a system-call block. Only the latter ones, system-call states, will ever be visible to an OS implementation. Therefore we partition all AbSSs in the STG into regions of states which are indistinguishable from the kernel’s perspective. These regions are connected subgraphs within the STG; system-call states can only occur as leaf nodes in a region. In Figure 4, the states 5, 6, and 7 form such an region. This region cannot be extended to AbSS 8 since 8 is a system-call state and must, therefore, be a leaf node in a different region.

These regions are constructed by repeated merging of initial minimal regions: Initially, each AbSS is located in its own region. For each state in a region, we merge the successor regions into the region, if the originating state is computational. Furthermore, we merge a predecessor region, if the preceeding state is a computational state. This process is repeated until no further changes happen.

With this construction, all states with a successor outside their region are system-call states. Since the OS state is only modified at the region’s border, all inner states, which are computational, have the same task marked as running.

From these regions, we construct the initial finite state machine (FSM) for the kernel: Each region corresponds to a state in the FSM. An FSM transition from state A to state B is present, if a system-call state in region A can proceed to region B. The input event for this transition is the execution of the system-call block. Each FSM state exposes the currently running task as an output. It is noteworthy, that each system-call block results in a different FSM input signal, even if they invoke the same system service.

Figure 5 shows the resulting state machine with the AbSS regions drawn next to each FSM state. The constructed FSM matches the observation that an OS is a FSM with system calls as inputs and the currently scheduled task as output. In our construction, the resulting FSM is a Moore machine.

C. State-Machine Minimization

The resulting FSM already exhibits the required kernel transitions when triggered by external events and system calls.
Nevertheless, the number of states and transition edges is not minimal yet. Minimization of state machines is a well covered and long standing topic [12, 8]. Therefore, we will only investigate on the specifics for our operating-system FSM.

For the minimization of FSMs, states are grouped into equivalence classes (ECs), where each state within exposes the same observable behavior. From each equivalence class, a new state in the minimized FSM is generated, and transitions are added accordingly to the EC connections.

Our FSM is not an acceptor for a formal language. Furthermore, we are allowed to remove triggers from the system by wiping out system-call sites. We only have to ensure that the scheduling sequence remains the same. Therefore, we adapt the EC construction to fit these requirements.

First, we demand that each state in an EC results in the same current running task. Furthermore, the set of possible follow-up ECs must be equal for all states within an EC. The follow-up ECs of an state are those ECs which are reachable in the FSM when following the transitions. We used an adapted Moore algorithm [12] to find the most coarse EC partition of the FSM which fits both requirements.

In the minimized FSM, many transitions are self loops. If all transitions that are triggered by one system-call block are self loops, we wipe out the system-call site. The specific system-call signal never transfers the system into an observable different state; it is useless for our implementation. In the example (see Figure 5), the FSM is already minimal after its construction, but in general the size of FSM decreases significantly. With the FSM minimization, we have completed the construction of the executable model.

D. State Assignment and Logic Minimization

The last step is the implementation of the executable model and its linking to the application. The possibilities to implement the calculated FSM are endless. We chose to present an approach directed towards an OS implementation that fully resides in hardware. This would result in a specialized OSEK implemented as a processor extension.

However, while this is still a topic of further research, we currently provide a software simulated programmable logic array implementation of the generated FSM. While dispatching, interrupt handling, and timer control is still implemented traditionally, the OS logic is already suited for a hardware implementation.

One main challenge of implementing a FSM in hardware is the selection of bit vectors for inputs, states, and output signals. This encoding largely influences the minimal required complexity of the hardware implementation. Luckily, many methods were already proposed to solve this problem for different hardware designs [17, 4, 16].

We decided to use the NOVA program [17] to choose the encoding of our FSMs. The driving factor of this decision was the availability of the NOVA source code. NOVA targets optimal encoding for two-level logic implementations. NOVA chooses input and state encoding for our FSM, while we choose the output encoding arbitrarily. The result of the assignment process is shown in Figure 6.

From the FSM and the encoding of inputs, states, and outputs, we generate a truth table with one line for each transition. Each line consists of the input word, the current state, the next state, and the desired output. To achieve an efficient implementation of this truth table in hardware, we use the ESPRESSO [2] heuristic logic minimizer.

From the minimization result, a PLA implementation can be derived in hardware. Figure 7 shows the final OS execution model for our running example. The resulting component takes the current system-call–block number and the saved system state as inputs. Each line in the AND array checks a certain
TABLE I: Size of graphs, machines, and implementation after each step for the I4Copter task setup (11 tasks, 3 alarms, 1 ISR, 1 Resource).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>w/o Ann.</th>
<th>w/ Ann.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>State-Transition Graph [S(T)]</td>
<td>1,563,169 (2,098,236)</td>
<td>20,063 (23,876)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic FSM [S(T)]</td>
<td>407,530 (942,597)</td>
<td>6,242 (10,055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimized FSM [S(T)]</td>
<td>2,938 (8,822)</td>
<td>667 (1,212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Level Logic [AND Terms]</td>
<td>5,144</td>
<td>728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software PLA Table [Bytes]</td>
<td>35,798</td>
<td>4,566</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The minimized table occupies 35,798 bytes of read-only memory, while the implemented FSM requires 4 bytes of volatile memory for storing the current state.

In the second column of Table I, we show the results for the same system, but with additional annotations for the SSE analysis. We declared four task groups. Each group handles a different job in the system, which is released through an external signal (alarm or IRQ). The annotation forbids the retrigger of the signal while not all tasks of a group have finished their execution. This annotation is a qualitative statement that the deadline of the job is smaller than its period. This qualitative statement, which has to be supplied by the real-time developer, was already described in previous work [5].

With the annotation, the system has a 98.72 percent smaller STG, which, of course, was the intention of the annotation in the first place. Surprisingly, the state count of the minimized FSM shrinks only by 77.3 percent with annotations. This smaller decrease factor indicates an unnecessary edge redundancy in the STG without annotations.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we derive an OS instance specifically tailored towards a given application. We used the OSEK API as a markup language to annotate the desired task orchestration and interaction. When we perceive the system configuration and placement of system calls as the abstract intentions of the real-time engineer, we can switch our focus from the traditional way of implementing the specification, to realizing only the developer’s intended behavior. Encoding the minimized FSM in hardware is only one of many possible options. More importantly, this demonstrates the expressive power of the STG and the various FSMs as immediate representations of the system. Furthermore, pushing the OS logic fully into the hardware, we achieve perfect isolation. Not a single instruction would be needed for the OS execution. Only special opcodes would be reserved for giving inputs to the hard-coded FSM.

Apart from that, a FSM representation is not only useful for implementing the desired OS logic, but can also be used as watchdog for an off-the-shelf OSEK system. Fed with the same inputs, the actual OS must expose the same behavior. Combined with a WCET-based intrusion detection [19], an effective security scheme could be derived from static analysis of the system behavior.

Besides implementing the system behavior, the immediate representations make the actual kernel behavior accessible to other tools: The minimized FSM representation can be used to test whether the behavior of one real-time system is equivalent to or partially embedded in another system.

Our immediate representations may also assist the verification of tailored OS implementations: If we prove the equivalence of STG (or FSMs) to the OSEK standard for a certain application, and furthermore show the equivalence of the actual implementation to the STG, we get an OSEK implementation that is verified for a certain application; even in the presence of extensive system tailoring.

V. RELATED WORK

The RTSC [14] that significantly inspired this work also uses the OSEK API as markup language to annotate the desired real-
time behavior. It translates the system from an event-triggered to a table-driven, time-triggered system. Unlike our approach, their immediate representation is flow insensitive.

Chen and Aoki [3] use a formal model of OSEK and model checking techniques to automatically generate test cases for OSEK/OS. Their approach does not incorporate information about the configuration or the inner structure of a specific application, but emits whole applications as test-cases. Our application specific FSM could be used to generate application-specific event sequences to test the application, as well as the kernel.

In the sensor-network community, state machines are recognized as mean to compactly implement application and control logic. Kim and Hong [9] proposed state machines as well-suited paradigm for sensor nodes. Their SenOS kernel is an executor for transition tables, where each task comes with its own table. In contrast to our approach, the tables are not derived automatically.

Kothari, Millstein, and Govindan [10] proposed an automatic derivation of FSMs from TinyOS applications through symbolic execution. They derived “user-readable FSMs” in order to make the application logic more comprehensible to developers. As they state, their interrupt semantic is incomplete. Additionally, TinyOS has a simpler execution model than OSEK, since tasks have no wait states and only execute in a run-to-completion manner. All their inferred FSMs do not exceed 16 states.

There are many projects implementing parts of the (or the whole) operating system in hardware. As one example, the ReconOS project [11] extends the multithreaded programming model across the hardware/software boundary. ReconOS provides a unified synchronization and communication API for hardware, which is executed on an FPGA, and software threads. Nevertheless, ReconOS is not tailored explicitly to fine-grained application logic, but mimics a generic, POSIX-like, interface.

VI. CONCLUSION

Many years of embedded real-time control engineering piled more and more abstraction layers on top of each other to ease the development process at the cost of complex software stacks and operating systems. In this paper, we presented an approach to descend these layers from an abstract RTOS-based control application back to the roots of an FSM-based PLA. Preliminary results already show the feasibility of our approach on the example of a realistic real-time application. Distilling the RTOS behavior not only allows to push it back into hardware, but might also leverage profound verification and validation of the system as a whole.
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Abstract—In multiprocessor Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures it is common that CPU local memory space is limited, with external memory accessed across the NoC infrastructure. Clearly it is imperative for real-time performance that local memory is used effectively, with code and data moved from external memory when required. One common approach is for the local memory to be comprised of two levels, ie. cache and memory. Software mechanisms are used to move code and data between local memory and external memory, eg. scratchpad mechanisms. In this paper we explore the issue of using paging to supplement this approach, ie. a hardware mechanism to automate movement of code and data between external memory and per-CPU local memory within the NoC. This has wide-ranging potential benefits in from efficiency and real-time performance, through application programmability (ie. potential support of logical address spaces). However, the limited amounts of local memory raise the problem of thrashing. Therefore, we examine the effect of limiting thrashing effects by only loading the parts of pages that are referenced (rather than the entire page). The approach is assessed against a real-time video application, considering different page replacement policies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Both transistor scaling [1] and power density limitations [2] have motivated the move towards multiprocessor architectures. However, it is often not possible to provide the many CPUs within a chip large local memories. In multiprocessor Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures it is common that CPU local memory space is limited, with external memory accessed across the NoC infrastructure - eg. Tilera [3], Intel SCC [4] and Epiphany [5].

The management of this hierarchical memory architecture efficiently so that real-time performance can be maintained is challenging. We note that this is a historic problem – CPUs speeds have generally increased faster than memory (and bus) speeds, forming a memory bottleneck as systems had to wait excessive times for new code and data to be loaded from slower layers in the memory hierarchy. If management of the memory hierarchy is not sufficient, then the overall architecture will spend more time moving code and data between local and external memory than actually computing – the phenomenon of “thrashing” [6].

The most efficient way of populating this local, faster, memory uses the optimal paging algorithm (OPT) – pages with the longest reuse distance are discarded [7]. OPT is “clairvoyant” as it relies on knowledge of future events. While occasionally this knowledge is available to programmers of embedded devices, a more general solution to the problem of thrashing was demonstrated by Denning’s “working set” method, which, relying on the strong tendency of computer programs to show locality of reference in the short-term, stipulates that the most effective practical paging policy will be that which retains in memory those pages referenced in the past within a pre-defined time, called the working set window [8]. In fact, Denning’s algorithm has proved to be difficult or impractical to implement, but most general computing devices and operating systems use an approximation, typically some form of “least recently used” (LRU) algorithm.

This paper explores the issue of using paging within NoC architectures. CPUs within the NoC typically have a cache and a small bank of SRAM. Large DRAM banks and permanent storage are available externally, accessed via the NoC mesh [3], [4]. Memory resources on the chip are limited — but time to access external memory is much higher than local memory (partly due to contention over the shared NoC mesh). As a consequence the problem of thrashing reappears. Therefore we examine the effect of limiting thrashing effects by only loading the parts of pages that are referenced (rather than the entire page). The approach is assessed against a real-time video application, considering different page replacement policies.

In section 2 we review relevant related work. In section 3 we model the performance of conventional paging systems. Sections 4 and 5 introduce a new approach where only part of a page is loaded. Section 6 offers a discussion and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

The wide variety of parallel programming frameworks is perhaps a testimony to the essential difficulty of programming parallel systems. The problems, such as the limitation imposed by the need for at least some code to be serial – “Amdahl’s Law” [9] - as well as the difficulties of maintaining coherence and efficiency across a large number of centres of execution are familiar. They are joined by the need to master a novel technology when considering NoC systems. As the authors of [10] state, it has been difficult to “make it easy to write programs that execute efficiently on highly parallel computing systems.” Perhaps this is one reason why research has tended to concentrate on the use of NoCs as specialist accelerators [11]. This is also true of researchers’ discussions of virtual memory use on NoCs. For instance, in [12] the authors discuss an efficient caching scheme to accelerate sorting.

Other researchers have examined how memory management for GPUs, which, while being “single instruction, multiple data” devices unlike the “multiple instruction, multiple data” devices we are considering, have much in common with NoCs. In [13] it is noted that OPT is not, in fact, optimal when the size of the working set of the data is much greater than the available local memory capacity. In [14] a method of improving cache performance by dynamically altering memory reuse distance is discussed.
Recent research into paging systems has concentrated on large memory systems. While, in [15], it was shown that smaller page sizes could reduce the fault count, more recent research, such as [16], has emphasised that, with large quantities of physical memory (relatively) cheaply available, minimising the cost of translation between virtual and physical addresses larger page sizes are better options to speed up computing in common use domains.

In [17] alternatives to traditional hardware designs to support virtual memory are explored and a model proposed that saves power and adds flexibility to operating system design.

III. MODELLING THE PERFORMANCE OF PAGING SYSTEMS

Standard paging approaches move whole pages of code and data en bloc the memory hierarchy. This allows a logical address space to be presented to the application programmer – the familiar abstraction of a single and unified address space. However, this is not common within real-time systems (and largely unsupported on existing NoCs). The remainder of this section considers a standard real-time application and assesses its performance with respect to paging.

The x264 program from the PARSEC benchmark suite [18] was used. It was configured to run with a maximum of 16 threads (as we proposed to model a system with 16 cores) – note 18 threads in total were created, though simulations run no more than 16 at once.

Running the benchmark under a modified version of the Valgrind Lackey program [19], we could separate the memory references of each thread of execution and classify every such reference as one of the following:

- *instruction* – like a *load* sees a memory location is accessed but not modified;
- *store* – where a memory location is written to;
- *modify* – a location is first accessed and then written to in a single interaction.

Whilst every *instruction* has an initial impact similar to that of a *load* (in that the address of the instruction itself must be accessed), an instruction may also cause consequent *loads, stores or modifies*. Additionally, the point at which each new thread was released was marked.

The modified Lackey program produced an XML stream recording every memory access by every thread in time order. This is then used to model different models of on- and off-chip memory interaction and storage. The XML stream recorded the order in which memory addresses were accessed by each thread but contained no specific timing information and thus did not record any delays for thread synchronisation - so by its nature any processing of the XML could only be an approximation of how different paging policies would behave.

The modelled hardware system has 16 cores, each with 32KB of local memory (forming a 512KB pool of on-chip memory), this was loosely based on the Tilera example [11]. We assumed that all on-chip memory was immediately (i.e., in one “tick”) available to all cores (i.e., we ignored both the issues of on-chip synchronisation and on-chip communication delays) and assumed that a standard cache line of external memory (128 bits, or 16 bytes) was available after a delay of 100 cycles/ticks. So, for instance, a 4KB page would take 25,600 ticks to load. The experiment does not model caching behaviour or the costs of writing-back modified pages as these aspects do affect the broad behaviour of the NoC model when using paged memory.

Our central finding was that FIFO, LRU (including LRU 2Q varieties) and even OPT replacement policies all showed the characteristics of thrashing as the system became memory I/O bound. Additional CPUs did not speed the system up, rather slowing each individual CPU as they were constrained by the small overall pool of memory.

Figure 1 shows the simulated performance of OPT and LRU for 4KB pages and also the performance of an LRU algorithm with 2KB page sizes. The number of lines processed indicates progress in completing the benchmark, while the simulated ticks is an analogue for time. It will be seen that although using 2KB page sizes increases performance (despite resource restraints), all the lines, including that for OPT, display a common characteristic - that the rate of progress becomes constant. As Figure 2 shows, applying more CPUs to the task does not speed up its execution: the lines processed per simulated tick remaining constant even as more threads are being executed and more processors are being used. The graph shows that the simulated system is memory I/O bound: additional CPUs cannot squeeze any more computing power from the system as they simply fight each other for access to the limited memory pool.

1The model employed barrier synchronisation and if two threads both requested the same page both would gain access to it when it loaded on the earliest request. Threads simply blocked when waiting.

2To compensate for the additional size and cost of page tables that 2KB pages would require we allocated 30KB per core and increased the access time to 2 ticks for a present page.
IV. PARTIAL PAGING APPROACH

Figure 3 shows small (16 bytes or fewer) contiguous memory allocations were orders of magnitude more likely than larger allocations. Since pages were being pushed out quickly, we tested the proposition that a partial paging allocation policy – pages are populated one cache line (ie. 16 bytes) at a time – could improve performance.

In this case we used 2KB pages and 30KB per core, with a cost of four ticks to access a present memory block and we tracked whether a given 16 byte block was present through a bitmap. The result, seen in Figure 4, was improved performance: as more threads are executed and additional CPUs used, the processing rate increases – mitigating thrashing.

A. Testing the Partial Paging Approach

The partial paging approach was tested using the OVPSim instruction accurate simulator [20] with MicroBlaze soft CPU [21] which delivers one instruction per cycle, enabling instruction count to be a good approximate to cycle counting.

1) Unmodified MicroBlaze: Each thread’s XML output from the modified Valgrind Lackey was converted into MicroBlaze memory load and write instructions and was executed using simple page tables. In an unmodified MicroBlaze such code will continue to run (assuming no other problems) so long as a translation lookaside buffer (TLB) is able to translate the virtual address being accessed into a physical address. If address was not translatable by a TLB then an exception would be raised – ie. when the memory being accessed is not available “locally” (as though in the on-chip pool) and so must be copied from a “remote” address.

Three TLB entries were “pinned” (ie. made permanent and unchangeable), so ensuring the code providing basic VM services and the generated code, the page tables and the page frames would always have appropriate translations.

The system was configurable, eg. to have more page frames of physical memory than TLB entries. However within this paper we focus on the case where the number of page frames of physical memory was the same as the number of TLB entries (up to the maximum supported 64 TLB entries). In this case every TLB miss corresponds to a “hard fault” – ie. it requires a new page to be loaded into physical memory and, in all cases after the system has used all available physical memory, the eviction of a currently present page.

The demand paging FIFO page replacement system was tested to determine the fault count of 4KB and 1KB pages (the two smallest sizes supported on the MicroBlaze). As can

3The MicroBlaze has no timing device within OVPSim with so eviction policies followed a “first-in, first-out” (FIFO) policy as opposed to the more efficient CLOCK-type LRU approach.
On each page fault that led to an eviction, as well as executing code to manage the page tables, the system was required to write back an evicted page as well as copy the incoming page into memory designated as holding a “local” page frame — no DMA functions were available on this simple model and so this was all carried out in assembly loops that copied memory from one address to another. As can be seen in Figure 6, this made the 1KB page model substantially more efficient than even the lower fault count might suggest: there were fewer faults and each cost less to handle.

At this point we made no allowance for the cost of transferring memory from a “remote” to a “local” address, merely counting the number of instructions required to execute the copy.

2) Microblaze with Partial Paging: The OVPSim Microblaze code was modified to include partial paging — i.e., pages loaded in 16 byte blocks. Now, while a TLB miss exception would be thrown in the normal way if an address translation was not available, each reference to an address mapped to “local” memory would raise an interrupt. The interrupt handler then would check a bitmap to see if the addressed 16 byte block has been loaded from remote memory to local memory. If it has no further action was taken and the interrupt handler returns, if it has not then a “small fault” is raised and the appropriate 16 byte line loaded, bitmap updated, and the interrupt handler returns. This means a substantial code block was executed on every memory reference, though the code executed when the fragment being accessed was present was significantly shorter than when it was missing. Hard faults still occur and in most cases (after the initial period when empty physical pages are being written to) require a page write-back (again, we did this for all pages) as well as a low cost bitmap reinitialisation. In such cases, only those 16 byte lines marked as present are written back. On a hard fault only the initially requested 16 byte block was loaded.

As Table I shows, comparisons show higher instruction counts for all but the smallest amounts of available local memory. However instruction counts do not provide a full comparison between the two systems. Although partial paging generally executes more instructions to complete the task, it also loads smaller amounts of memory. Each fault on a 1KB traditional system requires a minimum of a 1KB page load — typically costing somewhere between 4800 cycles (if global memory is 75 cycles “away”) and 8000 cycles (if global memory is 125 cycles per 16 byte cache line away). In contrast the alternative system only needs to load those lines it requires.

Partial paging shows superior performance when the timing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLBs</th>
<th>Instructions: traditional paging</th>
<th>Instructions: alternative paging</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>457,247,205</td>
<td>157,493,205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20,219,350</td>
<td>18,545,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12,651,719</td>
<td>14,717,082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>9,930,702</td>
<td>13,457,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>8,215,518</td>
<td>12,614,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>7,857,021</td>
<td>12,270,902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>6,844,912</td>
<td>12,079,901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>6,468,068</td>
<td>11,834,218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>6,140,900</td>
<td>11,717,928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>5,329,413</td>
<td>11,558,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>4,226,715</td>
<td>10,619,623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>3,897,005</td>
<td>10,453,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>3,651,137</td>
<td>10,315,069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>3,322,324</td>
<td>10,092,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>3,296,123</td>
<td>10,076,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2,991,081</td>
<td>9,910,243</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I

Instruction counts for “traditional” and “alternative” 1KB paging systems
is normalised. Figure 7 illustrates: the estimated total cycles required if global memory access cost is 75. 100 and 125 cycles per 16 byte cache line is compared for the two algorithms. Here partial paging requires fewer cycles (for this memory access pattern) when local memory is around 32KB or less. The flat performance profile of partial paging suggests this is dominated by the interrupt handler code rather than the number of faults (completing the task requires a set number of memory accesses and so the handler is run a set number of times regardless of the number of TLB entries in use). Improving the performance of this part of the process, such as making the checking of the bitmap a sub-cycle task in hardware could dramatically increase the advantage of the alternative approach.

It should be further noted that, as we did not differentiate between page types, we did not account for the cost of writing back pages in this comparison, beyond the instructions required to be executed: such a count would certainly increase the advantage of partial paging. For instance, with 32 TLB entries, the average page has 144 bytes loaded on eviction and so only nine 16 byte blocks would need to be written back. The use of instruction count for comparison does account for the relative complexity of the two situations: in the case of the alternative approach the bitmap must be read to decide which blocks are to be written back.

We further tested the partial approach with a semi-randomised selection of pages and, unsurprisingly, the partial paging approached showed a very strongly enhanced performance, as illustrated in Tables II and III.

V. POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL ADAPTATIONS

We were able to consider some additional adaptions to the partial paging algorithm.

A. Testing other loading sizes

Partial paging was tested with 32 byte and 64 byte loads. Such larger loads reduce the number of small faults and Table IV summarises the results. The marginal efficiency of the larger loads increases with the amount of TLB entries in use - for 8 TLB entries there are 2.9 more small faults with a 16 byte load size than for a 64 byte load size, while for 32 TLB entries the ratio is 3.1:1 and for 64 it is 3.2:1, but the gains are not dramatic and, given that the number of interrupts raised is the same regardless of the load size used then it is plain that, without hardware adaption, there is no benefit to using larger load sizes.

B. Moving from FIFO to LRU

The presence of an interrupt on every memory access does allow experimentation with an LRU page replacement policy – noting additional costs of management of page lists etc.

6We could have assumed that no instruction pages were to be written back but for the sake of simplicity we treated all pages in the same way, so write-back code is executed for all pages.

7Pages were selected from the same range of addresses and with approximately the same frequency and with allocation sizes modelled on the results shown in Figure 3, but with no stronger bound of locality.
We tested two forms of LRU: a partial policy where the page order was updated only on a hard or small fault, and a full LRU where the page list order was updated on every access. The results are summarised in Table V – both approaches significantly lower the total fault count compared to FIFO. For a 32 TLB system (ie. with 28KB of local memory), there are 9% fewer faults with the partial approach and 25% fewer with the full LRU policy. These would save 142,500 cycles and 388,100 cycles respectively in load time from global memory 100 cycles away. However, the cost of implementing the LRU policies in additional instructions greatly outweigh these, as shown in Table VI. The high cost of manipulating the ordered list decisively counts against the full LRU approach in particular.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TLBs</th>
<th>FIFO</th>
<th>Partial LRU</th>
<th>Full LRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>120510</td>
<td>18847</td>
<td>16492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>15634</td>
<td>14209</td>
<td>11753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>11102</td>
<td>10337</td>
<td>8355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>9139</td>
<td>8762</td>
<td>7455</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table VI

INSTRUCTIONS EXECUTED FOR EACH PAGE REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Virtual memory has been part of the standard programming toolkit for around half a century. In recent years much research focus has been on how to improve the performance of machines with large amounts of memory, yet, at the same time, a problem from the dawn of virtual memory - thrashing - has also reappeared, especially in devices that might be otherwise expected to run highly parallel real time computing tasks, such as video processing, at speed. Our simulations suggest that such systems, if using virtual memory, could improve performance by both using smaller page sizes (and so travel in the opposite direction of systems processing “big data”) and adopt a new sub-paging approach of loading in memory in cache line size blocks. However, our initial research also suggests that significant speed improvements will only come if we can match the bitmaps that record which parts of a page have already been populated to accessed addresses in hardware and thus sub-cycle.

We propose that such hardware adaptions would be possible: hardware memory management units (MMU) have long supported address translation and lookup on a sub-cycle basis. We have adopted a bitmap as an efficient method with which to map internal memory allocations in software, but it may be that other methods are more hardware efficient. In [22] a hardware bitmap-based memory allocator is discussed, while [23] discusses an MMU designed specifically for system-on-chip hardware. Further work includes investigation to see if a suitable hardware modification can be made (using an FPGA based software). This can then be used within an existing NoC architecture to evaluate the approach fully.
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Transactional IPC in Fiasco.OC
Can we get the multicore case verified for free?

Till Smejkal, Adam Lackorzynski, Benjamin Engel and Marcus Völp

Abstract—Already announced in 2007 for Sun’s Rock processor but later canceled, hardware transactional memory (HTM) finally found its way into general-purpose desktop and server systems and is soon to be expected for embedded and real-time systems. However, although current hardware implementations have their pitfalls, hindering an immediate adoption of HTM as a synchronization primitive for real-time operating-systems, we illustrate on the example of a transactional implementation of the L4/Fiasco.OC inter-process communication (IPC) how extended versions of HTM may revolutionize kernel design and, in particular, how they may reduce the verification costs of a multicore kernel to little more than verifying a selectively preemptible uni-processor kernel. Removing L4/Fiasco.OC’s half thousand lines-of-code cross-processor IPC path and making the local path transactional, we benefit from a principal performance boost for sending cross-core messages. However for the average case, we experience a 30% overhead for local calls.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems such as autonomous cars, medical robots, and airplanes increasingly apply multi-core hardware and multi-core real-time operating systems (RTOS) to meet the performance demand of their applications. At the same time, these systems often operate with or in close proximity of humans, thus safety is a must and formal verification is most rigorous in assuring that a system is to be trusted. However, although fully verified single processor systems are at the verge (first microkernels have already been verified [1], [2]), multiprocessor verification remains a milestone to be taken.

Verification of uniprocessor kernels typically proceeds by splitting the high level verification goal into smaller properties and invariants, which are then shown to hold for arbitrary sequences of non-preemptively executing pieces of kernel code. One, if not the challenge when comparing the verification of multiprocessor kernels with uniprocessor kernels is that non-preemptive execution no longer conveys atomicity at the granularity of non-preemptive execution, but at the granularity of individual processor instructions. Instead of having to consider arbitrary interleavings of large code pieces, one must therefore establish the desired results for all possible interleavings of machine instructions, which easily pushes verification complexity beyond manageable bounds. Of course, there are several tools to assist in this tasks, for example, concurrent separation logic [3] and the multitude of approaches that followed Owicki and Gries [4], [5] seminal work on assume-guarantee reasoning. However, despite these tools, one must still specify and verify the behavior of the kernel at a fine granular and machine-dependent level.

In this paper, we argue why we believe transactions can re-establish some of the simplicity one finds when verifying uniprocessor kernels by reintroducing atomicity at a coarse granularity and, most importantly, in a machine-independent way. Our goal is not to translate uniprocessor results to the multiprocessor case, which if possible at all requires careful argumentation. Instead, we propose to re-implement the kernel as sequences of large transactions to regain the atomicity of non-preemptive execution. We evaluate on the example of L4/Fiasco.OC’s IPC path using the hardware transactional memory implementation found in Intel’s Haswell processors to which degree this is possible and at which costs.

We present our transactional IPC path in Section III, compare its performance against mainline Fiasco in Section IV and illustrate in a semi-formal way in Section V how lifting atomicity from individual instructions to coarse grain transactions simplifies the multicore verification task to little more than what is required when verifying uniprocessor kernels.

II. HARDWARE TRANSACTIONAL MEMORY

In 1993, Herlihy and Moss [6] proposed transactional memory (TM) as a mechanism to assist developers in protecting shared data structure accesses in parallel systems. Unlike lock-protected data structures, which to scale require cumbersome to design and error prone fine-grain locking schemes, transactional memory performs modifications of data structures optimistically but is prepared to discard these modifications in case of conflicts. Especially for low-contended locks, TM avoids the locking overhead at the expense of guaranteed progress in situations where transactions abort.

To implement transactional operations in hardware, i.e., to ensure atomicity of updates in case the transaction completes and isolation in the sense that modifications remain invisible until the transaction commits, Herlihy and Moss proposed to exploit processor local caches as interim storage and cache coherence protocols (such as MESI) for conflict detection. External writes abort transactions if they are to any data loaded into the cache or accessed while executing transactionally; external reads abort a transaction if they are to cachelines that are cached in exclusive modified state (M) as a result of transactional writes. Further aborts may happen if transactional data exceeds the capacity of the cache or for other reasons that are specific to the concrete implementation of hardware transactional memory (HTM).

Many software implementations of transactional memory have been proposed over the years (see e.g. [7], [8]).
including hybrid hardware-software solutions [9]. However, their applicability is limited due to significant overheads as identified by Cascaval et al. [10]. The first full fledged hardware implementation as described by Herlihy and Moss has been announced in 2011 for IBM’s BlueGene-Q servers [11], followed by Intel’s Transactional Synchronization Extension (TSX) [12] for standard PC hardware in 2012.

TSX offers two distinct features: Hardware Lock Elision and Restricted Transactional Memory. Hardware lock elision [13] automatically replaces locks with transactions by replacing the acquisition of the lock with a transaction begin and the release with an attempt to commit the transactional state collected while executing the critical section. In contrast, restricted transactional memory (RTM) exposes the complete transaction interface to the programmer allowing her to start, commit and abort transactions through special processor instructions. The limitations of RTM are conflict detection only at the granularity of cachelines but no finer, the bounded amount of memory that can be accessed from within a transaction, and, as far as Intel’s implementation is concerned, the lack of any progress guarantee with regard to which transaction will abort. In particular, RTM aborts transactions on interrupts, system calls and in many other situations, including the execution of some privileged instructions.

Our main focus in this paper is on safety, security and correctness but not on lifetimes and guaranteed completion. Nevertheless, we will argue why transactions should be considered as a mechanism to simplify the kernel and why real-time systems require future implementations of hardware transactional memory to convey progress guarantees similar to those provided by IBM in BlueGene-Q.

III. TRANSACTIONAL INTER-PROCESS COMMUNICATION

With TxLinux Ramadan et al. [14] have already shown the value of hardware transactional memory for synchronizing access to kernel data structures. However, to leverage the full potential of HTM for both simplifying in-kernel locking and verifying multi- and manycore kernels, all system calls must execute transactionally, at least to the best degree possible.

To demonstrate the feasibility (and drawbacks) of almost fully transactional system calls, we use as an example an implementation of L4/Fiasco.OC’s IPC path with Intel’s RTM.

A. The L4/Fiasco.OC Microkernel

L4/Fiasco.OC is a 3rd-generation capability-based microkernel designed for use in both security and real-time critical scenarios. Following Liedtke’s design principle [15], the L4 family microkernel provides only those functionality in the kernel, which cannot sensibly be implemented at application level. This is the functionality required to isolate user-level subsystems (capabilities and address spaces) and inter-process communication (IPC), which provides a safe and secure means for communicating between these subsystems.

IPC messages in L4 may contain both data and capabilities, which are required to invoke kernel-implemented objects (such as IPC gates to send messages to other threads). IPC is synchronous, that is the sender blocks until the receiver is ready to receive, which removes buffer allocation from the IPC path and allows the threads’ user-level control block to be used as message buffer. Through IPC operations, threads may send or receive messages or they may call other threads, which is an atomic send and receive operation in the sense that when the callee receives the message, the caller is already ready to receive from this thread. IPC is transparent, that is IPC uniformly works in the same way irrespective of the core on which the receiver is executing. It may be on the same core, in which case we say IPC is local or on a different processor core than the sender, in which case IPC is cross processor.

Mainline L4/Fiasco.OC [16] comes with two tightly integrated IPC paths: a fast path for core-local communication and a cross-processor IPC path, designed to preserve the performance of local IPC as much as possible. In this paper, we explore how IPC and especially cross-processor IPC can be implemented with HTM mechanisms. Besides simplifying the cross-processor IPC path (when compared to existing non-TM approaches), we show that, with a few exceptions, transactions span the same parts of the code that executes non-preemptively in the core-local case. For these exceptions, we explain why they have to execute non-transactional and sketch how one can further reduce the amount of non-transactional code.

B. IPC with RTM

Ideally, from the viewpoint of verifying the kernel and to minimize transaction overhead, the entire IPC operation should be a single transaction. However, there are two general obstacles, which prevent us from turning IPC and, more generally, system calls into a single transaction each: (i) privileged instructions and device accesses abort transactions unconditionally; and (ii) transactional state may become too large to fit the L1 cache, which also leads to aborts. In the L4/Fiasco.OC IPC path, the transaction-aborting operations are the programming of timeouts, which involves setting the hardware-timer to the earliest pending timeout, and the reloading of the page-table base register, when IPC switches to a thread in another address space. In addition, on architectures such as ARM, the transfer of memory capabilities causes aborts when TLB entries have to be flushed as a result of upgrading page-table entries.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the L4/Fiasco.OC IPC path and the steps involved when the left-hand thread calls either one of the two right-hand side threads (in the same or in a different address space). Immediately after entering the kernel (e.g., with sysenter on x86-systems), execution may proceed transactionally (with xbegin) after setting the address of the abort handler (black dot #1 in Fig. 1). IPC proceeds by checking whether the receiver is waiting for the sender (i.e., it has already executed a receive operation) or whether the receiver is still involved in other operations (e.g., it may be running). In the first case, the sender and receiver rendezvous and the kernel starts the message transfer. After the transfer completes, which in case of a transfer of memory capabilities may require additional preemption points and hence transactions, the caller prepares its receive phase to ensure that it is ready to receive when the receiver replies. In case of capability transfers, the TLB shotdown can either be deferred to after the IPC operation or handled immediately after the capability transferring transaction commits. Switching to the receiver involves storing and reloading the register state and stack pointers of the IPC partners. These operations can be
executed transactionally without risk of abort. Therefore, when sending to a thread in the same address space, only one transaction is required, unless capability transfers need to be preemptible. The transaction starts at the black dot #1 and commits immediately before returning to user-level (e.g., with sysexit) at #2.

If the receiver resides in a different address space, the page-table base register must be reloaded, which causes an unconditional abort when executed transactionally. Therefore, we defer the actual address space switch to the point in time after the transaction commits at #3 and execute it immediately before returning to the user. The instructions that remain non-transectionally are the check whether an address space switch is pending and the mov %1, cr3 instruction, which performs the switch of the page table and hence of the address space. For a verification, these arbitrary interleavings of these two instructions of the transactions and other non-transactional code must be considered. However, because only few operations must be deferred. We expect these interleaving to remain within manageable complexity.

So far we have only considered the case where the receiver is ready to receive from the sender and not involved in some other operation. If this is not the case, the sender blocks waiting for the receiver to execute the receive and message transfer.

L4/Fiasco.OC limits the time senders have to wait for receivers to participate in the IPC with timeouts. As we have already explained. Timeouts require programming the hardware timer, which is not possible from within a transaction. However, the actual programming of the timer can be deferred to the wait preemption point (white-dashed dot #4) and with some additional restructuring of the implementation also to the point in time when the scheduler switches to the next thread to run. Notice, interrupts remain disabled and the timer will be programmed before any user-level code is executed on this core. The programming of the hardware timer is a second case where code must be executed non-transactionally and interleavings must be considered at the instruction level. To become ready to receive, a send timeout can be specified, which the kernel programs by writing to the hardware timer register. Like with the page-table load, we defer this programming of the hardware timer register to the point in time when the transaction is committed.

When enlarging the transaction in the prescribed way, we must of course validate that the transactional state stays small enough to fit in the transaction-storing cache (i.e., L1 in case of Intel Haswell). In addition, we have to ensure that transactions remain small enough to avoid frequent aborts due to conflicts. With the additional preemption point at #4, no capacity aborts occurred and, as we shall see in Sect. IV, the probability of other IPC operations causing retries is little more than $10^{-7}$.

C. Manipulating Page-Table Entries Transactionally

One uncertainty that remained from the documentation [17] was whether page-table manipulations in Intel Haswell adhere to the transaction semantics, that is, whether page-table walks by one processor causes aborts of transactions that modify the walked page table. We therefore performed a small test, which transactionally updates the page table on one core while accessing the mapped memory on another core, to confirm that the page-table walker actually triggers aborts. As long as this implementation is maintained, only possibly required TLB shootdowns must remain outside the transaction. Otherwise, if the page-table walker bypasses the transaction mechanism and evaluates transactional state, large parts of the kernel’s address space implementation would have to be moved out of the transaction because intermediate state would become visible that gets discarded if the transaction aborts.

IV. Evaluation

Similar to other research in the area of hardware transactional memory, there are two main aspects to consider when evaluating transactions in L4/Fiasco.OC: First, whether it is possible to reduce the complexity of the kernel code, and second, whether the performance of the kernel can be improved or not.

A. Reducing Kernel Complexity

With HTM, writing synchronized code is easier than with traditional locking mechanisms. This characteristic is
mainly related to two aspects: First, difficult problems such as deadlocks, priority inversion, and convoying do not exist with HTM because transactions do not block during their execution. Instead, they execute optimistically and roll back in case of conflict. Second, the programmer needs not to decide which portions of its code can run in parallel and hence which fine-grain lock to use where. Transaction detect automatically and at the granularity of cache lines, whether data accesses conflict. Hence, it is possible to use transactions also for larger critical sections because the conflict sets are determined dynamically. Still short still transaction reduce the likelihood of conflict and the aborts they entail.

The IPC mechanism of the L4/Fiasco.OC microkernel already distinguishes core-local from cross-core communication in its locking mechanisms, by requiring that changes of critical process information is performed on the home core of the modified thread. Hence, if two threads perform an IPC operation while on the same core, no synchronization is needed. To protect locally unsynchronized critical IPC state from inconsistent modification during cross-core IPC, the cross-processor IPC path temporarily stops the partner’s core to perform the modification there. This operation requires a comprehensive and time intensive synchronization via inter processor interrupts (IPI).

With the introduction of RTM in IPC, we removed the restriction that process information can only be changed on the process’ home core. Instead, all modifications are executed transactionally. This way, the flow of executing local and cross-processor IPC have become identical and can be handled in one routine. The only remaining difference is in the way how the transitions from the sender context to the receiver context are realized. While the local IPC case requires only a scheduler activation, the cross-processor IPC case still requires an IPI to trigger scheduling on the remote core.

Hence, we were able to remove most of the complexity of cross-processor IPC path and replaced it with a simpler local IPC path. We expect to be able to make similar changes to other kernel routines and thereby further reduce the complexity of the kernel.

Unfortunately, since Intel’s RTM extension does not provide any progress guarantee for the transactions, our implementation has a significant drawback. We always have to have a fallback mechanism to guarantee completion of all system calls in case of transaction aborts. Our current approach is to first retry the transaction for a couple of times and then to revert to the traditional cross-processor IPC path, which we could have removed otherwise to safe about 400 lines of code. In general, there is no need to abort all transactions, as demonstrated in IBM’s HTM implementation [18], where later transactions cannot abort earlier transactions.

In situations where probabilistic completion and progress guarantees suffice, fall-back mechanisms are not required and the IPC operation could simply be aborted if it did not succeed within a limited number of retries. In Table I, we have collected a statistics to determine the number of retries required. During our performance benchmark (see Section IV-B), 8.64·10^-5% of the IPC operations failed to commit directly and only 1.05·10^-7% failed after a second attempt. We did not observe an IPC operation that did not complete after two retries.

### B. Performance

Yoo and Leis [19], [20] observed for their benchmarks a general performance advantage of using HTM, except in those that required no synchronization in the first place. To see whether, besides the above reduction in code complexity, IPC benefits from similar advantages when the number of parallel operations increases, we have performed the following experiments on an Intel Haswell i4770 running at 3.4 GHz. We expected significant improvements in the multiprocessor case and low overheads for local IPC.

![Fig. 2. Minimum number of processor cycles needed to perform a processor local IPC send-receive operation a) within one process (intra process) and b) between two processes (inter process) with the usage of TM and without it. (Deviation in the result is negligible.)](image)

To determine the performance characteristics of local IPC, we measured the costs of transferring an empty message between two threads using an IPC send-receive operation. We compared intra process and inter process communication. As shown in Fig. 2, our implementation introduces a significant overhead of about 107 % for IPC between threads of the same process and of about 35 % for IPC between two processes. Our analysis indicates that the house keeping for the four transactions we need for one IPC send-receive operation introduces this performance decrease. Each transaction costs about 100 cycles.

![Fig. 3. Average number of full IPC round trips achieved in a second by 1, 2, 4, or 8 clients communicating with one server (left) or equally many servers (right) with the usage of TM relative to the same number without the usage of TM. Deviations in the results are negligible.](image)

While IPC cycle counts reveal raw kernel performance, they generally reveal little insight on application performance. We have therefore also measured two benchmarks, which simulate client-server communication, a scenario common in microkernel-based systems. We measured the relative throughput in IPC send-receive operations between (a) an increasing number of client threads communicating with one server thread and (b) an increasing number of client threads communicating...
with dedicated server threads. Fig. 3 shows that the transactional implementation introduces a performance degradation between 28% and 35% in all scenarios. This overhead is consistent with the results of the raw IPC performance benchmark. In total, the original local IPC implementation, which requires no further synchronization, performs significantly better than transactional IPC.

Before we proceed with our argument why we believe that a consequent application of transactions will simplify the multiprocessor verification task to little more than what is required for a uniprocessor kernel, let us clarify our assumptions and goals. Our focus is on verifying multiprocessor kernels, not on translating uniprocessor verification results to a multiprocessor setting, which if at all possible requires additional arguments. We assume transactions to be correct and complete with regard to device side effects. That is, accesses to memory used by the kernel that origin from a device must adhere to the cache protocol and cause aborts if they conflict with transactional kernel state.

Our confidence is based on the following observation. If kernel code executes transactionally, interaction with this code is limited to points in time equivalent to the beginning of the transaction respectively to the time it commits. Any other interaction (by devices or remote cores) will cause an abort and unrolling of transactional state. By “equivalent times” we mean that all interacting write must happen before the transaction reads this data. Our argument, which we are currently transforming into a machine-checked proof, goes as follows. If the majority of the kernel executes transactionally, the trace positions, which characterize the execution of atomic machine instructions, can be rearranged to obtain a trace, which matches the execution behavior of a uniprocessor kernel with selectively preemptible system calls. Instead of considering all possible interleavings at the granularity of atomic machine instructions, it therefore suffices to consider only those interleavings where the instructions inside a transaction execute one after another and without other instructions interleaving. Fig. 5 shows this interleaving and the rearrangement into blocks. It suffices to consider only traces such as the one below, where transactions execute as blocks. Positions of transaction I (white) are combined to a single block and executed after the positions of transaction II (gray).

The rearrangement is possible because we know from the correctness of transactions that cached state becomes only visible if external writes went to a different set of physical addresses than transactional reads or writes. Let \( R_I, W_I, R_{II} \) and \( W_{II} \) denote these read and write sets for the two transactions. We conclude that for the interleaving of core I and core II, cached state of core II becomes visible only if \( W_I \cap (R_{II} \cup W_{II}) = \emptyset \) and likewise for core I if \( W_{II} \cap (R_I \cup W_I) = \emptyset \). But then we can shuffle the trace positions such that preserving the order of transactions, all positions of core II (who committed first in this trace) occur before those of core I (who committed last) follow. We realize that these traces are identical with regard to the visible memory updates. Notice in particular that the above address disjointness rules out that core I may depend on the state written by core II (black part in \( s_0, s_3, s_n \)) since otherwise core I’s transactions would have aborted. But now the trace is identical to a sequential execution of the system calls in a non-preemptive manner while restricting the observation of state to the preemption points.

Notice, for deferred operations, we still require the machinery to verify kernel code at machine granularity. For these, we have to consider all possible interleavings of these instructions and of the transactions at their boundaries. The latter is because we require devices to abort transactions in case of conflict.
VI. RELATED WORK

Ramadan et al. [14] were first to demonstrate the benefit of HTM for synchronizing operating-system code. However, unlike TxLinux, we take a more holistic approach trying to turn every system call into a sequence of transactions to benefit from the simplified interleaving in the verification task. In this regards, our work is more closely related to TxOS by Porter et al. [22] and their attempt to provide transactional kernel behavior for certain mechanisms such as I/O. Of course, there is a large body of work beyond the operating-system kernel. For example, Karnagel et al. [23] and Leis et al. [20] use RTM to improve the performance of in-memory database systems. Kleen [24] extends the GNU C pthreads library to use HTM for transactional synchronization. Ariel et al. [25] formally specify HTM for the purpose of verifying correctness of their implementation, a task which Gupta et al. [26] extend to HTM implementations with non-transactional writes as for example supported in AMD's ASF proposal [27]. To the best of our knowledge this is the first work to realize how a consequent application of HTM can simplify the verification task.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have shown how L4/Fiasco.OC’s CPU-local IPC path can be converted into an almost completely transactional multiprocessor path. For scenarios where stochastic completion guarantees suffice, we observe a performance improvement in the cross processor case at the costs of significantly increasing uniprocessor costs by almost a factor of 2, and requiring retries in 1.05 × 10⁻⁷ % of all cases. In addition, we have shown how a consequent re-implementation using transactions may simplify the multiprocessor verification task by allowing similar reasoning for the transactions as in the uniprocessor case. Obvious directions for future work include a re-evaluation on newer-generation hardware, progress guarantees for HTM and the lifeness guarantees they entail, and an extension of the described approach to applications and user-level servers.
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Abstract—One of the main on-going initiatives of the PARTS Research Center together with HIPPEROS S.A. is the creation of a new Real-Time Operating Systems family called HIPPEROS. This paper focuses on the design and the implementation of its new real-time multi-core micro-kernel. It aims to address the challenge of efficient management of computing resources for competing real-time workloads on modern MPSoC platforms while maintaining the level of assurance and reliability of existing production systems. The objective of this paper is to present an overview of its inner architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

For the past twenty years, real-time theory has widely explored the possibility to use multi-core and many-core platforms for embedded systems. However, while this topic seems to be very mature in the literature, the safety-critical software industry still relies on uni-core techniques for operating system implementations. The industry state-of-the-art regarding multi-core platforms is to fully separate the processing resources in time and space isolated partitions with very few possible communication channels between the different partitions and therefore to consider that each partition operates as an independent uni-core platform. Examples of de facto standards for these techniques are ARINC653 [1] and AUTOSAR [2].

While from a conservative point of view these are the most reliable and predictable solutions, these are not the best available options in the real-time research w.r.t. efficiency, resource utilisation and cost. Moreover, the rising demand of computational power per silicon area happening in every domain — including safety-critical systems — puts a pressure on the low-level, middleware and kernel developers to implement efficient policies for real-time process management.

In recent years, efforts in the research community have been made to adapt existing general-purpose kernels such as Linux in order to provide a real-time execution environment suitable for the evaluation of efficient multi-core real-time scheduling and resource allocation policies [3], [4]. The main advantage of this approach is to reuse the existing kernel code base which has been tested and validated by millions of users worldwide. However this approach cannot be directly exploited in production systems. Indeed Linux is not originally intended nor designed to support neither hard real-time constraints nor safety-critical applications. Moreover it is not conforming to the highest demanding certification standards of this industry such as DO-178-B (level A, B) or ISO26262. As a consequence, the latest real-time multi-core algorithms have not been tested in a strict and realistic hard real-time environment yet. As stated by Brandenburg in [5]:

Ideally, [...], worst-case kernel overheads [...] should be determined analytically. However, for the foreseeable future, this will likely not be possible in complex kernels such as Linux. Instead, it would be beneficial to develop (or extend existing) \( \mu \)-kernels of much simpler design with LITMUS\[36\], like functionality.

This kind of kernel would have to be built from the ground up with hard real-time and multi-core constraints integrated as parts of its base design principles. This would allow for simpler, finer-grained measurements of the overheads introduced by different implementations of the various solutions the literature has to offer. Moreover the architecture of this kernel must scale with an increasing number of cores to allow execution on many-core platforms.

In order to address the challenge of providing efficient multi-core kernel implementations while still providing the same level of assurance and reliability of the existing industry quality standards, the PARTS Research Center, together with the company MangoGem S.A., launched the HIPPEROS project in 2010. The development of the HIPPEROS kernel started in June 2013. HIPPEROS aims to provide a family of RTOS solutions, each adapted specifically to the different needs of the real-time system designer and including the implementation of the latest results of the research community. It stands for HIgh Performance Parallel Embedded Real-time Operating Systems.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We started the project by developing a new kernel from scratch running as a bare-metal system on ARM and x86 systems. The objective is to have a fully configurable kernel, running transparently on different architectures and platforms with an arbitrary number of cores, that will be the seed of the different RTOS solutions mentioned above. With such a flexible design it would be possible to deeply explore the practicality of real-time theory solutions. To reach this the kernel has the following design characteristics:

- for scalability reasons, it has a distributed asymmetric micro-kernel architecture, meaning that each core can execute a local part of the kernel (the lightweight and very local operations like simple system calls or process context switching), while a dedicated core executes the heavy parts of the kernel (complex system calls, scheduling decisions, shared resources handling, etc), allowing to execute several parts of the kernel in parallel; to the
best of our knowledge, this kernel design approach is very rare for real-time systems although it is already used in high performance computing and scalable non real-time kernels [6]–[8]:

- it is configurable at build-time to efficiently suit the different needs of the system designer or application developer; e.g. the scheduling policy or the resource allocation protocol for real-time processes can be chosen at build-time; notice that only the chosen policies will be embedded in the production executable binary image of the kernel (mainly for code size reasons);
- to manage hard real-time workloads, it implements the popular process model used in the real-time scheduling research literature: the concept of periodic and sporadic tasks generating jobs to schedule with a finite time budget and deadline.

By combining the available configuration options, the HIPPEROS build system is able to generate a large variety of RTOS solutions, ranging from a low-overhead statically linked run-time executable implementing the simple rate monotonic scheduling policy [9] to a full fledged micro-kernel based operating system supporting several independent ELF applications with memory isolation between processes, inter-core message passing IPC and optimal scheduling policies.

This distributed and highly configurable kernel supporting real-time workloads aims to provides both a productive system to industry application designers and an experimental software platform to real-time researchers. The goal is to test, validate and run into production low-overhead energy efficient hard real-time systems running on modern embedded multi-core platforms with different instruction set architectures.

III. Process model

To derive straightforward implementations of state-of-the-art algorithms, we chose to faithfully interpret the task model w.r.t. real-time scheduling theory. We map the popular task model of real-time literature [9] to the internal HIPPEROS process abstraction. More specifically, we implemented constrained deadline sporadic and periodic tasks.

A set of tasks is statically registered to the kernel. Each task is configurable by providing the following information: an executable program and timing information (sporadic/periodic, offset, deadline, period and worst-case execution time). Time unit for these values is the number of kernel ticks, a configurable atomic time period. At kernel initialisation time, the process manager module registers one process for each of these tasks and configures it according to the task parameters.

The scheduler API is preemptive and priority-based: each time a process changes state, the scheduler module is called to decide if some process context switches must occur according to their priority. If a real-time process overruns its associated task’s WCET or misses its deadline, a configurable policy is applied. It could be that the process is killed (the reason being the non-respect of its contract with the kernel), the event ignored or the priority of the process changed.

These simple mechanisms allow to easily implement and evaluate theoretical multi-core scheduling algorithms (like RUN [10], U-EDF [11] or power- and thermally-aware algorithms) and the associated resource allocation protocols. The model could be easily extended in the future to support mixed-criticality tasks: it would require vectorial timing information rather than scalars.

IV. Asymmetric kernel architecture

A recurring problem in kernel design for multi-core platforms is how to distribute the privileged work amongst the different processing resources. Usual implementations like Linux use a symmetric design, where each core goes through the same kernel code and protect data structures with fine-grained lock mechanisms. However, this approach can lead to kernel serialisation, meaning that each kernel thread is actually executed sequentially (each waiting for the completion of one other) and has been proven not to scale with an increasing number of cores [6], [12]. Furthermore, in [12], Cerqueira et al. suggest an asymmetric distribution of the work, where one core has the responsibility to execute the scheduler and dispatches the processes to the other cores through message passing.

We adopted a similar solution in the HIPPEROS kernel design: a designated core called the master core is responsible for managing the global resources, keeping a coherent state of the system and calling the scheduler to decide which process has to be preempted or dispatched. We went further than [12] by implementing this design not only for the scheduler but also for system calls and process message passing mechanisms. It allows the kernel to be executed in parallel.

The principle is the following: each time a scheduling decision has to be made (e.g. a process changes state), the master core must be woken up. When the master core has to notify another core (called slave core) that it has to execute a context switch (process preempted or dispatched), the master sends a software-generated inter-processor interrupt (IPI) to the slave core to notify it of the changes. When a process executing on a slave core calls a system call that may impact scheduling, the remote system call mechanism is used. The slave part of the kernel serialises the system call arguments, triggers an IPI to the master and goes back to user mode to execute a busy loop waiting for the response of the master part of the kernel. Notice that this busy loop is process-specific, executed in user mode and can be interrupted by a context-switch request of the master core.

In opposition to the symmetric approach, this master/slave kernel architecture requires almost no locking mechanism as the system’s global state must not be shared and is only visible by the master core.

To correctly implement the system calls and the context switches, some small data structures are shared between the master and each slave. These data structures are currently protected with mutexes, and wait-free data structures are considered to be integrated for the foreseeable future. Notice that as the contention on these data structures is limited by the process-to-kernel interactions, several slave cores require distinct mutexes. Therefore, the peak contention of the concurrency mechanisms is low. In the long term, our goal is to be able to predictably bound this contention. As the shared data structures between master and slaves are limited to what is necessary for system calls and context switches and the rest of the system state (e.g. scheduler data structures) is
maintained only by the master, we also expect to have limited performance-degrading cache-line bouncing.

The inter-process communication (IPC) scheme is built on top of this master-slave RPC mechanism. We support two different API for IPC: the Copy buffer IPC (CB-IPC), where the message is copied from the sender buffer to the receiver buffer and the Zero copy IPC (ZC-IPC), where a page is shared between the sender and the receiver (no copy is then performed when passing the message). When a process calls the send or receive system calls, the master core is warned through an IPI to update the process states accordingly. However, in case of CB-IPC, the message is copied locally by the slave to avoid overloading the master with memory operations.

We expect this approach to scale up to 8 cores of the embedded platform. More cores contacting the master would eventually overload it, resulting in a situation where some running processes have to wait for the execution of all the system calls of the processes executing on the other cores. For more cores (e.g. for execution of HIPPEROS on a many-core platform), we foresee the usage of techniques like clustering, where several independent micro-kernel instances would be executed in parallel, like the Helios Satellite Kernels [8]. Each parallel kernel would be responsible of a subset of the platform processing cores with independent scheduling, memory management and process message passing. Processes on different clusters that want to communicate would use a dedicated inter-kernel communication channel. This mechanism still needs to be implemented and evaluated.

V. KERNEL CONFIGURABILITY

As HIPPEROS targets deeply embedded systems, the majority of options is configured at build-time to suit the specific requirements of the embedded software. Policies and components must then be chosen at build-time.

One of the goals of the kernel is to be portable across a large variety of architectures and platforms. The kernel currently supports ARM and x86 architectures. There is a wide variety of hardware platforms implementing these architectures and these targets can have very different levels of complexity and features. For example, a Memory Management Unit (MMU) can be present or not on a given platform. Therefore, the kernel must be configurable to the point of presenting several memory models, according to the presence or absence of a MMU. It is necessary to provide a MMU-free memory model as some of the critical embedded platforms used in production today are still MMU- and cache-free.

The scheduling policy (Partitioned-RM, Global-EDF, etc.) in place is also a modular component that is chosen at kernel build-time. For energy efficiency reasons, the number of cores of the target platform actually used can be configured too: the user could decide to only use a subset of the resources available on the target platform. Moreover, the set of cores could be shared between several operating systems (several HIPPEROS instances as mentioned in section IV or other OSes). Therefore, decide which cores are used or not will allow HIPPEROS to be suited for mixed-criticality environment with space partitioning: the execution of several OSes with various levels of criticality on top of hypervisor software.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a new configurable kernel designed for embedded multi-core platforms. In opposition to the traditional research approaches, our kernel is written from scratch and explores new ways of distributing privileged work among the different cores of the platform by relying on its asymmetric architecture. System reliability is enforced by design using a micro-kernel architecture. By implementing scalable policies inside the kernel, it will be adapted to modern and future multi-/many-core platforms.

To enable straightforward implementation of existing real-time scheduling strategies, we faithfully implemented the literature task model: periodic and sporadic jobs with a limited execution budget and a deadline.

Thanks to the high level of configurability and modularity built in the kernel by design, we expect to provide a new benchmarking platform to the research community.

Future developments will involve the integration of the HIPPEROS RTOS in mixed-criticality environments where a RTOS running highly critical workloads can be executed in parallel with a general purpose OS like Linux to make an effective usage of the modern MPSoC platforms.

A free academic license of the product will be available for distribution. The RTOS is now being validated for various use cases within the ARTEMIS CRAFTERS project by the PARTS Research Center and MangoGem S.A.. This work is supported by the Innoviris grant RBC/12 EUART 2a. The kernel is used in industrial Proof of Concept projects by HIPPEROS S.A., which further develops it into a full-blown certifiable RTOS. HIPPEROS is a registered trademark of HIPPEROS S.A..
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Abstract—This short paper presents an adaptive, operating system (OS) anchored budgeting mechanisms for controlling the access to a shared resource. Temporarily blocking accesses from a core reduces the waiting times of other applications executing in parallel on other cores. This helps to guarantee the assumed worst case execution time bounds at run-time. In addition to our previous work [1], the presented scheme considers shifting of unused access bandwidth among applications and takes advantage from a time-triggered scheduling policy for executing real-time applications at core-level.

I. INTRODUCTION

a) Motivation: Sharing of hardware as found in COTS multicore brings in hidden dependencies when consolidating hard and soft real-time applications on a single processor. These dependencies can provoke timing faults that are difficult to foresee and can corrupt the functionality of the system.

The challenge inherent to the design of the run-time environment to support the timing correct execution of mixed critical workloads is three-fold.

Firstly, hard real-time tasks need to be isolated, such that their assumed upper bound on their execution time always holds. In addition, standard real-time analysis builds on task sets with known bounds on their execution times. The feasibility of a scheduling strategy, shown at design time, is guaranteed to hold at run-time if the upper bounds on the execution times (and activation frequencies) are not violated. As unaccounted waiting at a resource prolong execution times, it can become a threat to a systems timing correctness.

Secondly, resource sharing needs to be considerably dynamic, to avoid over-provisioning and thereby achieve good utilization of the used equipment.

Thirdly, the mechanism to coordinate the access to a shared resource must not be too complex to limit the computational overhead experienced at run-time.

b) Technical problem description: As an example to resource sharing, this short paper considers the sharing of the dynamic random access memory (DRAM). When carrying out a worst-case response time analysis (WCRT) for quantifying the computation time consumption of an application, one has to assume that a memory access from a core can be delayed by all other memory accesses occurring while the respective access is waiting at the DRAM-controller. With n access requests from other cores, this yields a delay of (n + 1) times the worst case service time until a request is served. This assumption is conservative as it overapproximates the actual behaviour of the system at run-time. However, it is safe as long as less than n competing access requests occur. It is therefore of uttermost importance to ensure at run-time that the number of competing memory access requests is bounded by a pre-defined number and one does not experience unaccounted waiting times due to unaccounted memory requests.

In this short paper, we summarize our effort to do this efficiently and effectively and point out directions for improvements left to the future.

c) Related Work: For dealing with memory access contention effects in the setting of multicore architectures, several strategies have been proposed. Time deterministic memory designs avoid interference by physically separating relevant parts of the memory hierarchy and exclusively assigning parts to cores. This ranges from the use of scratchpad memories [5] to the partitioning of main memory [3]. However, these techniques all rely on the layout of the memory hierarchy.

Another way to feature timing predictability is provision of isolation mechanisms as part of the run-time environment. At the level of OS, this can be done by controlling the virtual to physical address mappings [6] or by restricting access frequencies of the main memory for each core [7], [8].

d) Own Contribution: Advancing over the work of Pellizzoni et al. [7], [8], this short paper propose the following innovations when it comes to resource access budgeting schemes: (a) we enable lifting of budgets, namely once all real-time tasks are pre-maturely completed. (b) we also feature donation of budgets. But, donation is only allowed, if the donating real-time task has already terminated. Both features can be considered safe, the safeness of budget lifting is demonstrated in [1]. The safeness of budget donation comes from the fact that we avoid premature shifting of resource accesses. This is important and this way we avoid starvation of real-time applications which could provoke timing faults.

In addition to our own work [1], this short paper presents a budgeting scheme which takes advantage of a time-triggered scheduling strategy of real-time applications at the levels of cores. This way, we not only lift unneeded budgets more often. We also hope to shift unused access budgets more often as this can take place every time all real-time applications of a time-frame have processed their workload.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a system deployed on a typical COTS multicore architecture. There are M CPU-cores, K of which are executing hard real-time software and M − K cores are executing best-effort applications.

There are N sporadic hard real-time tasks \( T = \{\tau_1, \tau_2, ..., \tau_N\} \), each defined by the quadruple \( \tau_i = (C_i, P_i, D_i, H_i) \), with \( C_i \) as the WCET for the task when running alone on one hard real-time core, \( P_i \) as the minimum inter arrival time of the task, \( D_i \leq P_i \) as the task’s relative
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Each core has its own fixed priority scheduler and each task \( \tau_i \) is mapped to one specific core out of the \( K \) hard real-time cores.

The other cores we collectively call soft real-time cores and they execute soft real-time or best-effort tasks, we do not make any assumptions about the soft real-time tasks. It is these cores which we intend to control through the presented budgeting scheme and thereby ensure timing correctness of the hard real-time applications running in parallel.

All cores share a single memory controller which acts as an arbiter for serving requests to DRAM.

III. DYNAMIC BUDGETING WITH LIFTING

The initial scheme of budget enforcement and lifting is presented in [1]. We briefly recall its working principle by means of an example.

Fig. 1 illustrates the execution of two tasks. The upper part depicts their interleaved execution on the hard real-time core. The lower part shows which budget is in effect on the soft real-time cores. The hard real-time core starts executing \( \tau_2 \) and signals the soft-real time cores to use budget \( B_2 \) at time \( s_2 \). The hard real-time core continues executing \( \tau_2 \) until time \( s_1 \), when it is preempted by the arrival of \( \tau_1 \), which also triggers the soft-real time cores to switch budget to \( B_1 \). When \( \tau_1 \) finishes early at \( f_1 \), the soft-real time cores are signaled to exchange the budget \( B_1 \) for \( U_1 \), which means that they have unlimited access to main memory until \( e_1 \). At the same time, the hard real-time core switches to executing \( \tau_2 \). When \( U_1 \) expires at time \( e_1 \) the soft-real time cores fall back to use budget \( B_2 \) until \( \tau_2 \) finishes at \( f_2 \). The budget \( B_2 \) is then switched for \( U_2 \) until it expires at \( e_2 \).

IV. COMBINING RESOURCE ACCESS BUDGETING AND TIME TRIGGERED APPLICATION SCHEDULING

A. Time-triggered execution of tasks

Scheduling of hard real-time tasks is organized according to a standard time-triggered scheme, e.g., as defined in [2].

A time-triggered schedule at core \( i \) is a sequence of \( K \) slots \( s_{i,j} \), where \( s_{i,j} \) refers to the time length of each slot.

While executing a slot \( s_{i,j} \), we need to guard that all the cores running soft real-time applications do not issue more than \( B_{eff}(s_{i,j}) \) accesses to the main memory in total.

Below we detail on the algorithm to implement this basic functionality. For simplicity, we ignore the distribution of budgets and donations over multiple cores executing a soft real-time workload. For the presented algorithms, the distribution could be arranged transparently, through a dedicated administering core.

B. Budget enforcement for soft real-time workloads

The required functionality for guarding the number of memory accesses such that timing correctness of the hard real-time tasks is ensured, is provided by Algorithm 1.

The implementation details of Algorithm 1 are as follows: we assume that there is a queue \( \text{Budgets} \) of active budgets, with at most one active budget per hard real-time core.

Within the queue, the active budgets are ordered by increasing budget sizes. The following functions are used to access items of the queue: function replace and remove, which work as expected. Function update\((\text{Budgets}, a, b)\) decreases all budgets of the queue by value \( a \) and decreases their lifetimes by value \( b \). This is needed once the decisive budget has reached its lifetime or is replaced by a newly activated budget. Function peek gives the head of the queue, i.e., the active budget with the smallest number of allowable cache misses. The functions does not remove the item from the queue.

The algorithm itself works as follows: upon depletion of the decisive budget or at the end of its lifetime the core suspend...
execution for the remaining lifetime, which in case of the “end of lifetime” situation is 0 (line 5).

In case the decisive budget has reached the end of its life time or a new budget to be activated has arrived, we update all active budgets with respect to to the number of cache misses and the expired time occurred during the current budget has been made the decisive one.

In case of a premature deactivation the decisive budget, it is removed from the budget queue and the next active budget is fetched. This can either be the same, but updated budget, a new one, where budgets with invalid lifetime are discarded, or it is an empty budget (line 18-20).

In case of an empty budget all active budgets have been prematurely invalidated and the core has a non-restricted allowance to the main memory.

In case a valid budget is fetched from the queue, the LLC-register and the lifetime clock counter are set accordingly (line 25 and 26).

Budget donation executed by a hard real-time core is considered before actually fetching a budget from the queue. Function updateDonation(Budgets, a, b) adds value a to each budget, here parameter B3[b]!1 and does so only for those budgets which have a residual lifetime smaller than b.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

For evaluation, we use the L4Re microkernel system that provides the environment to run existing applications and operating systems through virtualization as well as native microkernel-based applications. The L4Re gives us the flexibility to use virtualization as well as specific native applications in a very controlled environment.

Scheduling in the L4Re microkernel applies scheduling contexts (SCs), a thread-specific data structure that contains all information required for scheduling [4]. A special feature of the SC mechanism is that a thread, or vCPU, can have multiple SCs, allowing to give a thread/vCPU multiple different scheduling parameters. This is especially useful in virtualization contexts where the guest OS can use multiple SCs to express the requirements of its internal tasks to the microkernel. In our work we use the SC mechanism to implement budgets based on performance counters.

1) Hardware Performance Counters: Modern processors have a performance monitor counter (PMC) unit that allows to count hardware-related events in the CPU core, such as cache misses. The core can also generate interrupts when a counter reaches a predefined threshold. Using the PMC it is possible to count the number of last-level cache misses which is equivalent to the number of memory fetches. If the number of memory fetches reaches a threshold, the microkernel may suspend the execution of soft real-time applications to avoid an overload of the main memory with memory access requests. The challenge is to use the PMC in such a way, that is dynamically resetting the PMC and adjusting the threshold, that the maximum amount of memory accesses can be placed on the DRAM without affecting real-time applications.

2) PMC Peculiarities: All Intel Core-i CPUs have a minimal standard set of performance counters that includes the last-level-cache-miss counter. The first experiment we did was checking whether our test program indeed uses all of the memory bandwidth available. By running it on a different number of cores in parallel we expect the runtime of each program to increase with the number of cores. That is, on 4 cores each program shall run 4 times longer compared when running alone in the system. We observed this behavior.

However, when we added delays to the memory access loop in the test program, with the goal to not fully use up all the memory bandwidth, the respective last-level-cache-miss counter shows significantly less events although the same amount of memory was accessed. This is likely because of the hardware memory prefetcher where memory accesses are not counted, as they are no cache misses. We tried to disable the prefetcher via the IA32_MISC_ENABLE MSR [8], however, this yields to a general protection fault when writing the MSR on the used i7-4770 CPU. Using non-cached memory is no choice either because those accesses do not causes cache-relevant events, such as misses. Using other counters available on the specific CPUs showed either the same behavior (significantly different values for with and without delay loops), or did not count at all.

Intermediate result is that Intel-based x86 desktop CPU, such as the i7-4770, can not be used to implement memory access budgeting based on performance counters. We need to look at other CPU lines, such as Xeon CPUs, or older Intel CPUs, whether they are better suited, for example, because they allow to disable the prefetcher. Alternatively, looking at ARM Cortex-A CPUs shows a counter called MEM_ACCESS which sounds promising as well.
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Abstract—In this paper, we develop an adaptive scheduling algorithm for changing the processor shares of tasks on real-time multiprocessor systems where tasks are assigned to clusters of processors. Additionally, we implement this adaptive algorithm as a LITMUSRT plugin. Our focus is on adaptive systems that are deployed in environments in which tasks may frequently require significant share changes. Prior work on enabling real-time adaptivity on multiprocessors has focused primarily on systems where tasks are scheduled from a global priority queue. The algorithm proposed in this paper uses feedback and optimization techniques to determine at runtime which adaptations are needed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Real-time systems that are adaptive in nature have received considerable recent attention for both uniprocessor and multiprocessor environments [1], [4]–[6], [10], [11]. In prior work [5], we designed and implemented an adaptive multiprocessor scheduling algorithm (A-GEDF), in which all tasks are scheduled from a single global priority queue and can freely migrate between processors. As shown in [9], global systems have the advantage that they can fully utilize a multiprocessor system and still guarantee that deadlines will miss their deadlines by at most a bounded amount. However, Bastoni et al. [2] demonstrated that for soft-real time systems with many processors (i.e., 12 or more cores), global scheduling algorithms are inferior to algorithms in which tasks can migrate between a cluster of processors that share a common cache. In this work, we designed and implemented (as a LITMUSRT plugin) an alternative adaptive multiprocessor real-time scheduling algorithm (A-CEDF), which is a modification of A-GEDF that uses a clustered scheduling algorithm as its basis rather than a global scheduling algorithm. In this paper, we showed that adaptive behavior (which can improve the Quality of Service of a soft real-time systems) can be enabled on a clustered system without substantially increasing the scheduling cost.

II. TASK MODEL

In this section, we describe our system model and the CEDF scheduling algorithm, upon which A-CEDF is based.

A. Sporadic Tasks

A sporadic task is defined by a worst-case execution time and period. The fraction of a processor required by a task is called the weight of the task, and is defined as the worst-case execution time divided by the period. The first job of a task may be invoked or released at any time at or after time zero. Successive job releases of task must be separated by at least the period of the task. The deadline of a job is period time units after the job is released. A job is said to be active if it has been released, but is not yet completed. In this work, we are concerned with soft real-time systems where it is acceptable for a job to miss a deadline as long as the amount of time that a job can miss a deadline is bounded (such a system is said to have bounded tardiness).

The actual execution time of a job is the amount of time for which the job is actually scheduled. The actual weight of a job is the share of a processor that a job actually requires and is defined by the actual execution time of a job divided by the period of the task. We assume that actual execution time and actual weight for a job are unknown prior to the completion of the job since both values may differ between job releases.

The multiprocessor sporadic task scheduling algorithm that is the most relevant to this work is clustered earliest deadline first (CEDF). Under CEDF, tasks are permanently assigned to “clusters” of processing cores that share a common cache. Jobs with work remaining are prioritized for scheduling on a cluster by their deadline. Jobs can be scheduled on any processor in their cluster, but cannot be scheduled outside of their cluster. As shown in [2] for soft real-time systems, CEDF-based scheduling tends to perform better than non-clustered approaches when clusters contain at least six cores.

B. Adaptable Sporadic Tasks

The adaptable sporadic task system [7] extends the notion of a sporadic task system in three major ways. First, worst-case execution times are not assumed. Second, each task has a set of service levels, which represent a different Quality of Service (QoS) levels of a task. Third, tasks have a weight translation function, which uses the actual weight and current service level of a task to estimate the actual weight of the task if it changed service levels.

Each service level of a task has three characteristics: a QoS value, a period, and a code segment. When a job is released, it is released at a given service level. That service level determines the code segment that the job will execute,
the deadline of the current job (via the period) and the earliest possible release time of the next job (again via the period).

The weight translation function of a task is an empirically-determined function that takes as an input the current active weight and service level of a task and provides an estimate of what the weight of task would be if it changed to a new service level. For example, if service level 2 for a task required twice as much computation as service level 1 and the current weight of a task was 0.25, then changing from service level 1 to 2 would change the weight of the task to 0.5. It is unnecessary for the weight translation function to be perfectly accurate, but the more accurate it is, the better an adaptive algorithm will be optimizing system QoS. It is important to note that tasks with lower QoS values must have lower estimated weights. Thus, an adaptive algorithm can trade QoS for schedulability.

III. A-CEDF

In this work, we introduce the adaptive clustered earliest deadline first (A-CEDF) scheduling algorithm. A-CEDF is a clustered-scheduled variant of the adaptive global earliest deadline first (A-GEDF) scheduling algorithm, which we proposed in prior work [7]. A-CEDF is designed to schedule adaptable sporadic task with the objective of maximizing the total QoS while maintaining bounded tardiness. A-CEDF consists of five primary components: (1) the predictor, which uses a proportional-integral (PI) feedback controller to estimate the weights of future jobs using the actual weights of previously completed jobs; (2) the optimizer, which given estimated job weights, attempts to determine an optimal set of functional service levels; (3) the repartitioner, which given the estimated job weights attempts to determine the optimal assignment of tasks to clusters; (4) several reweighting rules, which are used to change the functional service level of a task to match that chosen by the optimizer; and (5) the CEDF algorithm. At a high level, these components function as follows.

- At each instant, tasks are scheduled via CEDF.
- At a job’s completion, the predictor is used to estimate the weight for the next job release.
- After a developer-specified threshold based on task weight and time elapsed, the optimization component uses the estimated weight to determine new service levels for each task. If the service level of a job changes, then the reweighting rules will enact it.
- If the clusters are “imbalanced”, then the repartitioning will correct this behavior by migrating tasks between clusters. If necessary, the optimization and reweighting rules may be run as part of this process.

The primary difference between A-CEDF and A-GEDF is that A-GEDF allows tasks to freely migrate between all processors. Thus, A-GEDF does not need or have a repartitioner component. That being said, A-CEDF and A-GEDF have similar predictors, optimizers, and reweighting rules.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

To better understand A-CEDF, we implemented this algorithm in the LITMUSRT version 2014.2 (LiNux Testbed for MUltiprocessor Scheduling in ReaL-Time systems), which is an extension of Linux (currently, version 3.10.41) that allows different multiprocessor scheduling algorithms to be linked as plug-in components [3], [8]. Our implementation of A-CEDF consists of both a user-space library and kernel support added to LITMUSRT. Our implementation of A-CEDF required 1,227 lines of code. Most of these changes were in modifying LITMUSRT’s default CEDF implementation. In prior work [7], we discussed how to modify LITMUSRT to support adaptable sporadic tasks scheduled via global scheduling algorithms. In this work, we focus on the additional challenges that arise when implementing clustered real-time adaptive scheduling algorithms.

A. Challenge: Defining “Imbalanced”

As we mentioned in Sec. III, A-CEDF repartitions when the clusters are imbalanced. Informally, the clusters become imbalanced if one cluster is doing more or less work than another. However, it is not obvious how we should formally define “imbalanced.” There are two metrics that we can use to measure the quality of a partitioning: (1) the total weight of all tasks assigned to a given cluster and (2) the total QoS of all tasks assigned to a given cluster. Under either metric, a system is “imbalanced” if the metric value (i.e., total weight or QoS) of one cluster is higher than a user-defined threshold the metric value of another.

In this work, we repartition the system when there is an imbalance between the QoS of tasks assigned to different clusters. We chose to use a QoS-based metric because the objective of A-CEDF is to maximize the QoS without causing unbounded tardiness. Thus, the weight balance by itself is not useful if the system could run at a higher QoS after rebalancing. For example, consider the following scenario. Suppose that an external event occurs that increases the execution time for all tasks on a given cluster. The optimizer component of A-CEDF will reduce the service level (and hence the QoS) for every task on the cluster. If this reduction in QoS is larger than the user-defined threshold, then this will trigger the repartitioning to occur. It is possible that such an event would be unnoticed by a weight-based metric; particularly, if the total weight of all tasks was approximately the same before the external event and after the optimizer ran.

B. Challenge: Enacting a Repartitioning

When the system determines that tasks should be repartitioned, the next question is when should that repartitioning be enacted. There are two primary approaches to this problem: (1) migrate all tasks to new clusters immediately or (2) gradually migrate tasks between clusters over time. In our implementation of A-CEDF, we migrate tasks gradually. Specifically, after a repartitioning event, we migrate each task when it finishes its active job. We chose this approach because, based on a simple extension to our work in [6], it is possible to show that frequently moving incomplete jobs between clusters can cause unbounded tardiness.
Additionally, it is worth noting that since repartitioning occurs because of QoS imbalances, the quicker the repartition is enacted, the better it is for the overall QoS for the system. Yet, quickly enacting a repartitioning is not crucial for the functioning of the system. Thus, while gradually migrating tasks between clusters will reduce the QoS of the system, we believe this tradeoff is worth the cost to preventing unbounded tardiness from occurring.

C. Challenge: Migrating a Task

In the typical implementation of CEDF, each cluster has its own spin lock for protecting the priority queue containing all active jobs. This prevents a race condition in which multiple cores on the same cluster attempt to change the priority queue at the same time. Moreover, under CEDF tasks never migrate between clusters. This is not the case in A-CEDF.

To enable A-CEDF to migrate a task from Cluster A to Cluster B, we need two layers of synchronization: (1) one layer to prevent any core on Cluster B from corrupting Cluster B’s priority queue and (2) one layer to prevent any core on Cluster A that is migrating a task to Cluster B from corrupting Cluster B’s priority queue. Moreover, Cluster A cannot simply acquire Cluster B’s spin lock or a deadlock could occur (e.g., if Cluster B attempted to migrate a task to Cluster A at approximately the same time that Cluster A is attempting to migrate a task to Cluster B). To enable task migration, we need a more sophisticated approach to synchronization. We do so by employing the following method:

- Each cluster has a unique ID number.
- Each cluster has a prime and second spinlock.
- When entering into any critical section, a core first acquires its cluster’s prime lock, then its second lock.
- When a task that is flagged for migration from Cluster A to Cluster B, it executes the pseudo-code given in Fig. 1.

There are three keys to this synchronization technique. First, the prime lock on each cluster protects the priority queue from corruption by all cores in the same cluster. Second, the second lock provides a means to protect a cluster’s priority queue from external corruption (i.e., Cluster A must acquire Cluster B’s second before migrating the task). Third, by releasing and reacquiring second locks in a globally established order (i.e., the code in Fig. 1), we prevent the circular chain of dependencies that is a prerequisite for deadlock. Notice that this ordering heuristic is similar to the double-lock used by Linux for its native run queues.

D. Cost of Implementation

To measure the cost of an implemented A-CEDF, we ran a simulated virtual reality human tracking system (called Whisper [12]) on a Mac Pro with two 2.66 Ghz 6-core Intel Xeon processors (12 cores total). Each core has 512KB of L2 cache and each processor has 12 MB of fully shared L3 cache. Our clustered implementation of A-CEDF had two clusters, one for each processor. Our simulated human tracking system had 96 tasks each of which had both gradual and sudden changes in weight. We found that the introduction of adaptive techniques slightly increased the average scheduling cost compared to a non-adaptive variant. Specifically, A-CEDF took on average 5.8µs per scheduling decision while CEDF took on average 4.3µs per scheduling decision. The increased running time was primarily because our implementation of the of the optimizer and repartitioner involves sorting a large number of tasks. It is possible to reduce the running time of A-CEDF by using a faster, but less accurate implementation of these two components. It is worth noting that neither the feedback predictor nor the double-locking mechanism appreciably increased the scheduling time.

V. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we designed and implemented A-CEDF as a LITMUSRT plugin. In the process of implementing A-CEDF, we came across multiple issues with implementing any type of adaptive clustered real-time scheduling algorithm. We also established that adaptive behavior can be enabled in clustered soft-real time systems with only a small additional scheduling cost. In future work, we plan to compare the performance of A-CEDF to A-GEDF at maximizing the QoS for a system.
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Abstract—In this work, we present a software framework which enables us to analyse the performance of medical imaging algorithms in isolation and to integrate these algorithms in a pipeline, thereby composing a medical application in a modular manner. In particular, we show how public-domain middleware can be configured in order to achieve predictable execution of a use-case application. On this use case we applied formal analysis and we validated the promised performance on a real platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many safety-critical products are traditionally developed using hardware-software co-design. For example, the software of medical imaging devices is often run on dedicated hardware. However, these days custom-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware has become an attractive alternative for the development of safety-critical devices, because the performance and programmability have significantly increased over the past decade. This trend is driven by innovations in the consumer electronics (CE) markets. Nevertheless, there are challenges that slow down the adoption of CE technology for medical devices. Firstly, the product design becomes more software oriented requiring companies to implement their existing imaging algorithms in software. Secondly, the medical application of such devices requires strict certification regarding their performance.

Just like in CE, medical imaging algorithms typically impose real-time constraints with highly transient variations in the rendering of their streams. For CE devices, however, allocating a static amount of processing resources to video applications is unsuitable [1], because it leads either to frame misses or to an over-provisioning of resources. To enable cost-effective video processing, many quality-of-service (QoS) strategies [2] have been developed. These strategies estimate the required processing resources by the processing pipeline dynamically and then allocate resources for image processing which may or may not be sufficient. In the latter case, a work-preserving approach is often taken in which the processing of the current frame is completed and a next frame is skipped [2]. However, for medical imaging applications, as considered in the current paper, the loss of video content and quality compromises are unacceptable.

In this paper, we analyze how a framework made from COTS hardware and COTS software fits the design process of medical imaging devices. The challenge with COTS hardware is that we miss a predictable execution architecture. Moreover, COTS software is not designed to give guarantees and often lacks real-time scheduling of the imaging algorithms that we use. We know however that in practice we may have good results.

This work was supported in part by the European Union’s ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking for CRystal under grant agreement No. 332830.

II. MODULAR SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK

In order to support modularity in the composition of a video application, we have decided to develop a flexible framework based on configurable public-domain middleware (see Figure 1), i.e., using Qt and gStreamer. The key idea behind this framework is that a video application can be decomposed into several imaging components (called plugins by gStreamer) with standard interfaces. These plugins can then be connected to each other, thereby creating a pipeline. Since Qt and gStreamer support different COTS hardware platforms, the combined framework allows for a reuse of imaging algorithms (wrapped in gStreamer’s software plugins) in various setups and products.

The integration of Qt and gStreamer is work in progress. Firstly, our industrial partners are co-developing the Qt-quickstreamer plugin which extends the Qt Modeling Language (QML), so that QML can be used to compose an imaging pipeline from gStreamer plugins in an intuitive way. Secondly, Burks and Doe [4] investigated how custom imaging algorithms can be automatically imported from their development tools (Matlab Simulink) into a gStreamer plugin, i.e., an algorithm is wrapped into a plugin with a proper gStreamer interface. The integration of Qt and gStreamer is therefore expected to decouple the development of custom imaging algorithms and their integration.

Our aim is to integrate this modular software framework in the development flow of medical devices. We must therefore establish a predictable match between the execution model of gStreamer and the execution model being used at the stage of performance modeling. The remainder of the paper presents a case study in which prediction models are used to trade certain performance of an imaging application for its required processing resources during its real execution in our framework.
TABLE I
PREDICTED VERSUS EVALUATED RESOURCE USAGE FOR THE EXAMPLE PIPELINE, WITH OR WITHOUT A BACK-PRESSURED GStreamer implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Back-pressure</th>
<th>Memory allocation</th>
<th>Max. run-time memory usage</th>
<th>Predicted throughput</th>
<th>Measured throughput</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(2,1,1)</td>
<td>(1,1,1)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>(2,2,2)</td>
<td>(2,2,2)</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. An example video processing pipeline which we analysed using formal SDF analysis and which we implemented and validated in GStreamer. Each plugin in the pipeline has been benchmarked on a frame-by-frame basis, denoted by (BCET, ACET, WCET) in milliseconds.

III. USE CASE: FROM PERFORMANCE MODELS TO RESOURCE ALLOCATION AND VALIDATION

In this section, we model and implement an H264 client (see Figure 2). Since the software has to run on a medical device, we are interested in predicting, controlling and validating its execution time and memory usage. We therefore want to follow a standard design practice in which we control concurrency and memory usage to influence response times and throughput. Table I gives an overview [3] of the predicted performance and the real performance of such a controlled pipeline.

A. Experimental setup

We measure and validated the performance of our example pipeline on a X86-64 quad-core system. Each core offers two hardware threads. The example pipeline requires a number of software threads less than the number of hardware threads.

The threads are scheduled by Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (Linux kernel 3.11) and controlled by the GStreamer 0.10 and Qt 5.2 frameworks on top. The application running the pipeline is set to have the highest priority in the system and the threads get unique processor affinities (bound to separate cores). With this configuration we ensure that threads get executed as soon as possible, i.e., as mandated by our prediction models.

We fed the pipeline synthetic video sequences, generated using GStreamer’s videotestsrc element (an open-source H264 encoder). They contain different patterns (white, checkers, noise, zone-plate). All sequences contain 1000 frames.

B. Constraining the data input stream

We compare two techniques to process all data in real time, i.e., without data loss and with finite sizes of queues. We therefore use a data source that reads compressed video content from a file. Some platforms (including GStreamer) support a synchronization mechanism, called back pressure, that suspends the data source when its output buffer is full and prevents data from getting overwritten. Alternatively, when the data source is uncontrollable, a traffic shaper can control the amount of data being pushed into the processing pipeline.

Synchronization may also be established over a network connection [5], so that the server stops sending packets when the client cannot handle more. This requires application-level streaming protocols on top of standard networking stacks, which need to be implemented and maintained. Alternatively, (without back-pressure support) the data source must constrain the amount of data being pushed into the pipeline. Some COTS network hardware is able to limit the data transmission rates by means of prioritization and buffering of specified real-time data [6]. We have implemented a traffic shaper in software as a GStreamer plugin in order to simulate streaming behaviour.

Our traffic shaper consumes and produces exactly one video frame periodically by inserting time delays between video frames. After the traffic shaper, we apply GStreamer’s x264 plugin for decoding video frames, GStreamer’s color-space conversion (Csp) and a synthetic spatial up scaler, which generates a random delay. These plugins all execute in a self-timed manner. Finally, the sink displays the processed video frames on the screen. For each of these GStreamer plugins, we have measured their execution times on a frame-by-frame basis for various video content; Figure 2 shows the best-case (BCET), average-case (ACET) and worst-case (WCET) execution times.

C. Concurrency control and allocation of processing resources

A GStreamer pipeline can be mapped onto several threads by explicitly placing queues between processing plugins. The plugins that are mapped upon the same thread execute in a static order, so that their execution times add up. A total of three queues, called AB, BC and CD, are placed after the traffic shaper, x264 decoder and Csp, respectively. With a certain positioning of queues, we can model the pipeline using the synchronous-dataflow (SDF) formalism.

An SDF graph allows us to compare the two algorithms by Stuijk et al. [7] and Salunkhe et al. [8] for computing the queue sizes and the corresponding throughput of the pipeline for setups with and without back pressure. The advantage of having a back-pressure mechanism is that waiting times of threads can be traded for throughput. Additional buffering at appropriate places in the pipeline may allow threads to work ahead and thereby increase the throughput. Figure 3 shows the Pareto optimal buffer allocations of our example pipeline obtained using the algorithm of Stuijk et al. [7].
We recall that without back-pressure one must constrain the throughput at the input of the pipeline in order to bound the application’s memory requirements. Moreover, plugins must execute in a self-timed manner, because delaying their execution may add buffer requirements to avoid data corruption. For such constrained applications, Salunkhe et al. [8] have proposed an algorithm to determine the Pareto point corresponding to the highest possible throughput. They use life-time analysis of data in the buffers based on the BCET and WCET of plugins in order to optimize the queue sizes\(^1\). In order to apply their algorithm, our traffic shaper limits the throughput at the input.

D. Performance validation

As shown in the methodology overview in Figure 1, the performance analysis is said to feed back configuration parameters to the application. The measured execution time parameters are the basis for a queue placement strategy, as tacitly applied in the previous subsection, and then allows us to mathematically predict trade-offs in worst-case queue sizes and minimal throughput. We now validate the real-time memory usage and the real throughput of the pipeline (see Table I).

In gStreamer we log the number of buffered frames by instrumenting push and pop events of the queues in the pipeline; each buffer has the capacity of storing a video frame. Buffer access may or may not be be guarded by back pressure\(^2\).

First, we look at a scenario of uncontrolled memory usage in which both our traffic shaper and gStreamer’s back-pressure mechanism are disabled. In this scenario, the entire file is read from disk as fast as possible and stored into memory (see Figure 4). Since file readings have negligible WCETs compared to the later processing steps in the pipeline (see Figure 2), this experiment shows that, as can be expected, the memory storage requirements are proportional to the input size.

Secondly, we monitor the controlled memory usage for our pipeline (with and without back pressure). Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the number of frames \([0, 2]\) stored in the queues. We confirmed that in both cases all frames in the file were actually being displayed at the output, i.e., both with and without back-pressure we report the absence of data loss. Table I reports the worst-case occupancies of the queues. Even without back pressure, the queues appear to be sized tightly and conservative.

As shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, however, the queues in the pipeline are only occasionally fully occupied. Figure 5 also shows that initially the file reader works ahead one frame when back pressure is disabled. Figure 7 zooms in on the initial phase of the non-back-pressured pipeline. After an initialization phase, the execution pattern stabilizes and follows a repetitive order as dictated by our periodic traffic shaper.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a software framework for predictable composition of medical video applications. We configured middleware software in a way that the video pipeline is forced to execute closely in accordance with our formal application models. Formal (dataflow) analysis has been demonstrated on a case study in which we obtained optimized parallel executions of imaging algorithms by controlling execution delays and allocating memory appropriately. Since our initial experiments indicate that we can predict the performance of applications accurately, we consider our software framework a promising solution for the future design of medical streaming applications.
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Abstract—Real-time operating systems have been around for some time, but they are never designed for being used on modern multi-core processors with unpredictable timing behavior. An important source of unpredictability is the different timing between the processor and the DRAM-controller. Operating-system-based cache management is one possibility to reduce the timing variations of the processor by controlling the code and data which resides in the cache. The cache eliminates the timing differences between the memory and the processor.

I. MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

With increasing complexity of today’s multi-core processors, their timing behavior gets more unpredictable, which leads to big fluctuations of the execution times for tasks and operating system functions like interrupt handling. This means that the overall response time of a system depends on the timing behavior of all the shared resources like the caches or buses [1]. This problem prohibits the use of such systems for time-critical applications like cyber-physical systems. Cyber-physical systems need to react on certain events within a predictable time bound. Therefore it is critical that the overall response time of the operating system is stable. Different timings of the main processor and the memory can be neutralized by the use of caches. But caches can introduce new problems like unwanted cache eviction which would also lead to unstable execution times.

Cache partitioning can be used to prevent cache eviction for multi-task or multi-core applications. Cache preloading can be used to prevent timing variations caused by simultaneous bus accesses from multiple participants.

R. Mancuso et al. proposed a cache management framework for applications running on the Linux operating system [2]. The approach, presented in their paper [2], loads specific application code and data to a partition of the shared cache and locks it afterwards. This approach shows a significant reduction of the application’s execution time variation. Their method eliminates the timing variations caused by shared caches and random memory accesses. In contrast to this method the later presented approach works on the level of the operating system. The advantage of managing the cache within the operating system allows operating system functionality to be predictable as well.

J. Liedtke et al. worked on operating system controlled caches for single-core processors [3]. They used a technique called cache coloring to reduce the risk of cache eviction for multi-tasking applications. They could show that it is possible to reduce the variation of the execution time with the use of cache partitioning. Nonetheless their work is based on single-core systems and does not consider the properties of a multi-core system with shared resources such as the memory and buses.

As a preparation to proof the later presented operating system concept, we created a prototype operating system which used a basic cache management to preload tasks on activation. To evaluate the concept of cache resource management, we ran four tasks on a dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 processor. Each task was confined to a distinct memory area and accessed random memory addresses with and without preloading and locking of the shared L2 cache. The results of this test are shown in Figure 1 where single memory accesses are shown with their corresponding access time. The diagram in Figure 1a illustrates that there is a very high fluctuation of memory access times. For comparison Figure 1b demonstrates that the preloading of the data to access shows a significant reduction of the previously mentioned access time fluctuation. The benchmark was done for a memory area of 64 kB per task which is twice the size of the level 1 cache, so there are already level 1 cache misses which are represented by the upper one of the two distinct lines in the diagrams.

The execution times for the cache preloading itself were tested separately. It was measured that the execution times are proportional to the preloading size, if it is guaranteed that only one processor core is preloading at the same time. This knowledge is crucial to the whole idea to get the system predictable.
With this knowledge it is possible to create an operating system that takes control over the content inside the cache so that the execution times for operating system functions and interrupt handling become predictable. To achieve this we present an operating system model which is designed with the sources of unpredictability in mind.

II. OPERATING SYSTEM MODEL

The idea of the new operating system is to sort out some problems that existing real-time operating systems present when they are executed on modern multi-core architectures that utilize some shared resources like caches and memory buses.

Modern multi-core processors often include shared caches that are structured as associative caches which features multiple cache ways to reduce the cache miss rate. Each cache way represents a part of the whole cache. The target architecture used for this paper features an shared second level cache with 16 cache ways with 64 kB capacity each.

To solve the issues of unpredictable caches and memory access latencies, the operating system and the applications have to fit inside the partitioned shared L2 cache. One solution to achieve this, is to divide the system into small pieces. We call each of these pieces operating system component (OSC). The implementation of the operating system is done in a highly modular way so that we can define very fine granular components. These components can then be grouped together into larger components to be optimal for the desired target platform. The optimal component size depends on the specific sizes of the cache structure of the hardware. For example a component needs to be smaller than the biggest shared cache and not to small which would effectively be the same like one random memory access. A good size would be a multiple of the cache way size.

One problem with existing embedded operating systems is that there is usually only one stack per core when using operating system functions. This makes it hard to predict where the local data is located when the processor jumps to operating system code. This could lead to cache eviction if operating system functionality is requested. To solve this, each OSC contains its own stack by what we enable the operating system to contain all code and data on the level of OSCs.

Another problem with existing solutions is that normal function calling allows no control over the data and control flow which could lead to cache eviction problems. To solve this the new operating system prohibits direct data passing between OSCs. Instead the system operates on a strictly event-based nature. These events are handled by the operating system so that it can control the contents of the cache.

Each OSC can define input triggers which will activate a specific OSC. Each input trigger needs a function which is called after the OSC is activated. To activate these input triggers, output events, that each OSC can define, are required. These events can be connected to the input triggers of other OSCs. The creation of the connections between events and triggers of OSCs is done during the time of compilation. For performance reasons this is a static linkage with hard coded function pointers. If an OSC wants to send an event it needs to do it by the use of a system call.

To solve the issue of uncontrollable data flow, the operating system specification allows shared data between two or more OSCs. Shared data must stay inside the cache until no OSC needs it anymore. These shared data objects need to be cache-aware by design so that the application developer needs to make the data structures efficient on constrained space. There are several approaches on cache-aware data structures and their optimizations. For example T. Chilimbi et.al. present a way to make pointer-based data structures cache-aware [4]. They introduce a method which can optimize different data structures, that are based on indirect data accesses, via a modified version of the dynamic memory management method \texttt{malloc}. In addition they present a way to specifically optimize tree-based data structures so that they reduce the number of cache-misses drastically. Those methods could be integrated within the operating system so that the application developer is presented with an API that takes care of the cache prefetching. It should be noted that the focus of this operating system is not on heavy data computation but on comparable small real-time task-sets with data structures that fit into the shared caches.

Another critical problem of the system is the interrupt handling because it is impossible to predict when interrupts arrive. Therefore it is critical that the whole minimal first stage of the interrupt handling is locked permanently to the cache. The first stage would then emit an event with the interrupt number. This event is handled like any other event. This ensures that the interrupt handling stays predictable by assuring that the unpredictable part always remains inside the cache. The preloading of the remaining interrupt handling is by definition predictable. With this model a periodic behavior is also possible to achieve by using a timer with a periodic configuration but the system is not limited to periodic configurations.

![Operating system model with critical/non-critical components](image-url)
A schematic representation of the presented operating system model is shown in Figure 2. The figure visualizes how different OSCs could be connected with each other. As highlighted in the figure, each OSCs consists of an separate code, data and stack segment. Events connect OSCs with each other as visualized by the punctuated lines. The Interrupt-Handler is marked in red because it is time critical and needs to stay locked permanently. The ellipsis in Figure 2 represents a shared data object. The figure shows an operating system which uses a timer component to emulate a time-based behavior. The operating system itself is not limited to time-based events and could react predictable to sporadic events as well because the critical part of the interrupt handler handles interrupts within guaranteed time bounds.

This operating system needs a special kind of scheduler because it does not schedule tasks directly but needs to schedule the execution of events. Events can be prioritized so that time critical events are handled before uncritical events. The scheduler needs to minimize the cache eviction and data flow from the main memory as well. As a result of this it needs to optimize which OSCs are active inside the cache and can be swapped away.

Figure 3 shows the different states of the cache during the execution of the system. It represents an simplified version of a cache structured into \( n \) cache ways. Each cache way can be locked individually. Therefore it is possible to control the cache content manually by unlocking only one cache way at once which guarantees that the data is allocated to that specific way during prefetching. The uppermost row visualizes the state in which only the critical parts are locked and loaded inside the cache. This is the state in which the operating systems resides after successful initialization. The row in the middle of Figure 3 represents the cache state in which an OSC was prefetched, right before the needed cache way gets locked again. The cache management unlocks only the cache ways that are needed for the OSC to activate. This is not limited to only one cache way per OSC. It is also possible for OSCs to spread across multiple cache ways. In this case the cache ways would be unlocked and prefetched consecutively. After successful prefetching of the OSC the cache management locks all cache ways again to prevent cache eviction from happening which is the state of the bottom row in Figure 3.

### III. Hardware Platform

For now the operating system needs special hardware features to control the cache. Cache locking is needed to prevent cache eviction when loading new OSCs. For the purposes of evaluation we used a Texas Instrument OMAP4460 ARM processor [5] that uses an external level 2 cache controller and is compatible to the ARM Cortex-A9 processor. This cache controller has sophisticated control features like cache lock down by cache way and by core [6]. This means that it is possible to control in what cache way new cached data gets allocated. The processor was clocked at 921 MHz during the experiments.

The level 2 cache features 16 cache ways, each with a size of 64 kB. Thus a optimal size for the OSCs would be 64 kB or multiples of this value. For now the OSCs get aligned to this size during the linking process which makes it convenient to prefetch those components to specific cache ways.

### IV. Ongoing and Future Work

The presented operating system is just a proof of concept for now. We evaluated that it is possible to take control over the contents of the shared cache with a basic cache control implementation that prefetched data and code to the cache and locked the cache afterwards. Another thing we measured is the required time to prefetch bulk data. Our results show that we can achieve a prefetch time which is linear to the prefetch size. It was measured that the prefetch time per byte is around 8 clock cycles if more than 128 bytes are prefetched in a bulk transfer. For the component size of 64 kB this bulk transfer require around 0.57 ms.

In the future we intend to focus our research on some specific topics regarding the operating system model. One part of this will be the scheduling of the event dispatching. There are several optimization criteria for the scheduling. For instance the minimization of cache evictions, to maximize the overall processor utilization and to keep the overall response time of the system minimal.

Furthermore we intend to analyze the timing behavior of the operating system. This includes analysis of the transition times, prefetch times and the OSC function execution times to guarantee that the execution time of the whole system will stay inside a time bound.

Also the operating system needs a good software development model. It is important that the implementation of the event-based system is not overly complicated. One possible solution for this could be the use of an aspect-orientated language like AspectC++ [7].
Another topic to explore is how to extend the supported hardware base. One potential substitute for locking critical OSCs inside the cache could be a static ram which many new embedded processors include. It may also be possible to isolate one core of the system to interrupt handling. This would mean that the first stage interrupt handler should not be evicted from the level 1 cache if it is small enough. For systems lacking the support for cache locking the use of traditional software-based cache partitioning algorithms is necessary [8].

Finally the operating system needs evaluation under several circumstances. We expect that the manual management of the cache content will introduce some overhead on the computational performance of the system. Therefore an comparison with existing operating systems like RT-Linux [9] or RTEMS [10] is needed. The overall system response time also needs evaluation with various workloads.

V. Conclusion

This paper presents a possible solution for the unstable execution times of modern multi-core systems on the level of the operating system. This is done by manually controlling which data and program code resides in the cache. By this the operating system shifts the unpredictability of random DRAM-accesses to predictable bulk memory transfers. To realize this the operating system operates on a event-based nature and is structured as a set of OSCs, which can be loaded into the cache on-demand or permanently based on a cache scheduling strategy. At the moment the operating system only exists as a proof of concept but we intend to explore this concept further.
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Abstract—Tasks running on a Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) multicore processor can suffer significant execution time variations due to inter-core interference in accessing shared hardware resources such as shared last-level cache (LLC). Page-coloring is a well-known OS technique, which can partition the LLC space among the cores, to improve isolation.

In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of page-coloring based cache partitioning on three COTS multicore platforms. On each platform, we use two carefully designed micro-benchmarks and perform a set of experiments, which generate very high interference at the shared LLC, with and without cache partitioning.

We made two interesting findings: (1) Without cache-partitioning, a task can suffer up to 103X slowdown due to interference at the shared LLC. (2) More surprisingly, we found that cache partitioning does not necessarily eliminate interference in accessing the LLC, even when the concerned task only accesses its dedicated cache partition (i.e., all memory accesses are cache hits); we observe up to 14X slowdown in such a configuration. We attribute this to contention in the Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHRs) of the LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) multicore processors are increasingly being adopted in autonomous cars, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), and other critical cyber-physical systems (CPS). While these COTS multicore processors offer numerous benefits, they do not provide predictable timing—a highly desired property in many CPS applications.

In a COTS multicore system, the execution time of a task is determined not only by the task and the underlying hardware architecture, but also by co-runners on different cores due to interference in the shared hardware resources. One of the major source of interference is shared last-level cache (LLC). When more than two tasks execute in parallel on cores that share the LLC, tasks can evict each other’s valuable cache-lines, which cause negative performance impacts. Cache-partitioning, which partitions the cache space among the cores, is a well-known solution to counter this problem [11], [15].

In this paper, we evaluate the effectiveness of cache partitioning in improving timing predictability on three modern COTS multicore platforms: one in-order (ARM Cortex-A7) and two out-of-order (ARM Cortex-A15 and Intel Nehalem) architecture based quad-core platforms. We use two carefully designed micro-benchmarks and perform a set of experiments to investigate the impacts of shared LLC to the application execution times—with and without applying cache-partitioning. In designing the experiments, we consider memory-level-parallelism (MLP) of modern COTS multicore architecture—non-blocking caches and DRAM bank parallelism—and intend to find worst-case scenarios where a task’s execution time suffers the most slowdown due to cache interference.

From the experiments, we made several interesting findings. First, unlimited cache sharing can cause unacceptably high interference; we observe up to 103X slowdown (i.e., the task’s execution time is increased by 103 times due to co-runners on different cores). Second, cache-partitioning is effective especially in the in-order architecture, as it almost completely eliminates cache-level interference. In out-of-order architectures, however, we observe significant interference even after cache partitioning is applied. Concretely, we observe up to 14X slowdown even when the task under consideration only accesses its dedicated cache partition (i.e., all memory accesses are cache hits). We attribute this to contention in the shared miss-status holding registers (MSHRs) [8] in the LLC (See Section V).

Our contributions are as follows: (1) experiment designs that help expose the degree of interference in the shared LLC; (2) detailed evaluation results on three COTS multicore platforms showing the performance impacts of the cache-level interference. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that reports the worst-case performance impact of MSHR contention on COTS multicore platforms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describe necessary background on modern COTS multicore architecture. Section III describe the three COTS multicore platforms we used in this paper. Section IV experimentally analyze MLP of the hardware platforms. Section V investigate the impacts of cache (LLC) interference on the tested platforms. We conclude in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide necessary background on COTS multicore architecture and software based resource partitioning techniques.

A typical modern COTS multicore architecture is composed of multiple independent processing cores, multiple layers of private and shared caches, and a shared memory controller(s) and DRAM memories. To support high performance, processing cores in many embedded/mobile processors are adopting out-of-order designs in which each core can generate multiple outstanding memory requests [12], [4]. Even if the cores are based on in-order designs, in which one core can only generate one outstanding memory request at a time, they collectively can generate multiple requests to the shared memory subsystem. Therefore, the memory subsystem must be able to handle multiple parallel memory requests. The degree of parallelism supported by the shared memory subsystem—the caches and main memory—is called Memory-Level Parallelism (MLP) [5].
TABLE I: Evaluated COTS multicore platforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cortex-A7</th>
<th>Cortex-A15</th>
<th>Nehalem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core</td>
<td><a href="mailto:4cores@0.6GHz">4cores@0.6GHz</a> in-order</td>
<td><a href="mailto:4cores@1.6GHz">4cores@1.6GHz</a> out-of-order</td>
<td><a href="mailto:4cores@2.6GHz">4cores@2.6GHz</a> out-of-order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLC</td>
<td>512KB, 8way DRAM</td>
<td>2MB, 16way DRAM</td>
<td>8MB, 16way DRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAM</td>
<td>2GB, 16banks</td>
<td>2GB, 16banks</td>
<td>4GB, 16banks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Non-blocking caches and MSHRs

At the cache-level, non-blocking caches are used to handle multiple simultaneous memory accesses. On a cache-miss, the cache controller allocates a MSHR (miss status holding register) to track the status of the ongoing request and the entry is cleared when the corresponding memory request is serviced from the lower-level memory hierarchy. For the last-level cache (LLC), each cache-miss request is sent to the main memory (DRAM). As such, the number of MSHRs in the LLC effectively determines the maximum number of outstanding memory requests directed to the DRAM controller. It is important to note that MSHRs are typically shared among the cores [7] and when there are no remaining MSHRs, further accesses to the cache—both hits and misses—are prevented until free MSHRs become available [1]. Because of this, even if the cache space is partitioned among cores using software cache partitioning mechanisms, in which each core is guaranteed to have its dedicated cache space, accessing the cache partition does not necessarily guarantee interference freedom as we will demonstrate in Section V.

B. DRAM and memory controllers

At the DRAM-level, a DRAM chip is divided into multiple banks, which can be accessed in parallel. As such, the number of banks determines the parallelism available on DRAM. To maximize the bank-level parallelism, DRAM controllers typically use an interleaved mapping, which maps consecutive physical addresses into different DRAM banks.

C. Cache and DRAM bank Partitioning

Cache partitioning has been studied extensively to provide better isolation and efficiency. Page coloring is a well-known software technique which partitions cache-sets among the cores [11], [15], [9], [16]. Also, there are a variety of hardware based partitioning mechanisms such as cache-way based partitioning [13], which is supported in some commercial processors [4]. More recently, several DRAM bank partitioning methods, mostly based on page-coloring, have been proposed to limit bank-level interference [17], [10], [14].

III. EVALUATION SETUP

In this paper, we use two COTS multicore platforms: an Intel Xeon W3553 (Nehalem) based desktop machine and an Odroid-XU+E single-board computer (SBC). The Odroid-XU+E board equips a Samsung Exynos 5410 processor which includes both four Cortex-A15 and four Cortex-A7 cores in a big-LITTLE [6] configuration. Thus, we use the Odroid-XU+E platform for both Cortex-A15 and Cortex-A7 experiments. Table I shows the basic characteristics the three platform configurations we used in our experiments. We run Linux 3.6.0 on the Intel Xeon platform and Linux 3.4.98 on the Odroid-XU+E platform; both kernels were patched with PALLOC [17] to be able to partition the shared LLC at runtime. When cache-partitioning is applied, the shared LLC is evenly partitioned among the four cores (i.e., each core gets 1/4 of the LLC space).

IV. UNDERSTANDING MEMORY-LEVEL PARALLELISM

In this section, we identify memory-level parallelism (MLP) of the three multicore platforms using an experimental method described in [3].

In the following, we first briefly describe the method for better understanding. The method uses a pointer-chasing micro-benchmark shown in Figure 1. The benchmark traverses a number of linked-lists. Each linked-list is randomly shuffled over a memory chunk of twice the size of the LLC. Hence, accessing each entry is likely to cause a cache-miss. Due to data-dependency, only one cache-miss can be generated for each linked list. In an out-of-order core, multiple lists can be accessed at a time, as it can tolerate up to a certain number of outstanding cache-misses. Therefore, by controlling the number of lists (determined by mlp parameter in Figure 1) and measuring the performance of the benchmark, we can determine how many outstanding misses one core can generate at a time, which we call local MLP. We also varied the number of benchmark instances from one to four and measure the aggregate performance to investigate the parallelism of the entire shared memory hierarchy, which we call global MLP.

Figure 2 shows the results. Let us first focus on single instance results. For Cortex-A7, increasing the number of lists (X-axis) does not have any performance improvement. This is because Cortex-A7 is in-order architecture in which only one outstanding request can be made at a time. On the other hand, for Cortex-A15, the performance improves up to six lists and then saturates. This suggests that the Cortex-A15’s local MLP is six. In case of Nehalem, performance improves up to ten concurrent lists, suggesting its local MLP is ten. As we increase the number of benchmark instances, the point of saturation become shorter in both Cortex-A15 and Nehalem. When four instances are used in...
Cortex-A15, the aggregate performance saturates at three. This suggests that the global MLP of Cortex-A15 is close to 12; according to [2], the LLC can support up to 11 outstanding cache-misses (global MLP of 11). Note that the global MLP can be limited by either of the two factors: the size of MSHRs in the shared LLC or the number of DRAM banks. In the case of Cortex-A15, the limit is likely determined by the number of MSHRs of the LLC (11), because the number of banks is bigger than that (16). In the case of Nehalem, on the other hand, the performance saturates when the global MLP is about 16, which is likely determined by the number of banks, rather than the number of MSHRs; according to [7], the Nehalem architecture supports up to 32 outstanding cache-misses. Table II shows the identified local and global MLP of the three platforms we tested.

V. UNDERSTANDING CACHE INTERFERENCE

In this section, we investigate performance impacts of cache-level interference on COTS multicore platforms.

While most previous research on shared cache has focused on unwanted cache-line evictions that can be solved by cache partitioning, little attention has been paid to the problem of shared MSHRs in non-blocking caches, which also can cause interference. As we will see later in this section, cache partitioning does not necessary provide isolation even when the application’s working-set fits entirely in a dedicated cache partition, due to contention in the shared MSHRs.

To find out worst-case interference, we use various combinations of two micro-benchmarks: Latency and Bandwidth [18]. Latency is a pointer chasing synthetic benchmark, which accesses a randomly shuffled single linked list. Due to data dependency, Latency can only generate one outstanding request at a time. Bandwidth is another synthetic benchmark, which sequentially reads or writes a big array; we henceforth refer BwRead as Bandwidth with read accesses and BwWrite as the one with write accesses. Unlike Latency, Bandwidth can generate multiple parallel memory requests on an out-of-order core as it has no data dependency.

Table III shows the workload combinations we used. Note that the texts with parentheses—(LLC) and (DRAM)—indicate working-set sizes of the respective benchmark. In case of (LLC), the working size is configured to be smaller than 1/4 of the shared LLC size, but bigger than the size of the last core-private cache. As such, in case of (LLC), all memory accesses are LLC hits in both cache partitioned and non-partitioned cases. In case of (DRAM), the working-set size is the twice the size of the LLC so that all memory accesses result in LLC misses.

In all experiments, we first run the subject task on Core0 and collect its solo execution time. We then co-schedule an increasing number of co-runners on the other cores (Core1-3) and measure the response times of the subject task. We repeat the experiment on the three test platforms with and without cache partitioning.

A. Exp. 1: Latency(LLC) vs. BwRead(DRAM)

In the first experiment, we use the Latency benchmark as a subject and the BwRead benchmark as co-runners. Recall that BwRead has no data dependency and therefore can generate multiple outstanding memory requests on an out-of-order processing core (i.e., ARM Cortex-A15 and Intel Nehalem core). Figure 3 shows the results. When cache-partitioning is not applied, shared, the response times of the Latency benchmark are increased dramatically in all three platforms—up to 6.7X in Cortex-A7, 10.4X in Cortex-A15, and 27.7X in Nehalem. This is because cache-lines of the Latency benchmark are evicted by the co-running BwRead benchmark instances. If not the co-runners, those cache-lines would never have been evicted. On the other hand, applying cache-partitioning is shown to be effective in preventing such cache-line evictions hence providing performance isolation, especially in Cortex-A7 and Intel Nehalem platforms. In the Cortex-A15 platform, however, the response time is still increased by up to 3.9X even after partitioning the cache. This is an unexpectedly high degree of interference considering the fact that the

1The the last core-private cache is L1 for ARM Cortex-A7 and Cortex-A15 while it is L2 for Intel Nehalem.
cache-lines of the subject benchmark, Latency, are not evicted by the co-runners as a result of cache partitioning.

B. Exp. 2: BwRead(LLC) vs. BwRead(DRAM)

To further investigate this phenomenon, the next experiment uses the BwRead benchmark for both the subject task and the co-runners. Therefore, both the subject and co-runners now generate multiple outstanding memory requests to the shared memory subsystem in out-of-order architectures. Figure 4 shows the results. Note that while the behavior of Cortex-A7 is similar to the previous experiment, the behaviors of Cortex-A15 and Nehalem are considerably different. In the Nehalem platform, in particular, the performance isolation benefit of cache partitioning is completely eliminated as the subject benchmark suffers from the similar degree of slowdowns regardless of cache-partitioning. In other words, the results suggest that cache-partitioning does not necessarily provide expected performance isolation benefits in out-of-order architectures. We initially suspected the cause of this phenomenon is likely the bandwidth competition at the shared cache, similar to the DRAM bandwidth contention [17]. The following experiment, however, shows it is not the case.

C. Exp. 3: BwRead(LLC) vs. BwRead(LLC)

In this experiment, we again use the BwRead benchmark for both the subject and the co-runners but we reduced the working-set size of the co-runners to (LLC) so that they all can fit in the LLC. If the LLC bandwidth contention is the problem, this experiment would cause even more slowdowns to the subject benchmark as the co-runners now need more LLC bandwidth. Figure 5, however, does not support this hypothesis. On the contrary, the observed slowdowns in both Cortex-A15 and Nehalem are much less, compared to the previous experiment in which co-runners’ memory accesses are cache misses and therefore use less cache bandwidth.

MSHR contention: To understand this phenomenon, we first need to understand how non-blocking caches processes cache accesses from the cores. As described in Section II, MSHRs are used to allow multiple outstanding cache-misses. If all MSHRs are in use, however, the cores can
no longer access the cache until a free MSHR becomes available. Because servicing memory requests from DRAM takes much longer than doing it from the LLC, cache-miss requests occupy MSHR entries longer. This causes a shortage of MSHRs, which will in turn stall additional memory requests even when they are cache hits.

D. Exp. 4,5,6: Impact of write accesses

In the next experiments, we further validate the problem of MSHR contention by using the BwWrite benchmark as co-runners. BwWrite updates a large array and therefore generates a line-fill (read) and a write-back (write) for each memory access. The additional write-back requests add more pressure in DRAM and therefore delay the processing of line-fill requests, which in turn further exacerbate the shortage of MSHRs. Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 show results. As expected, the subject tasks generally suffer even more slowdowns due to the additional write-back memory traffic.

E. Summary

Figure 9 show the maximum observed slowdowns in all experiments. When the LLC is partitioned, we observed up to 14.2X slowdown on Cortex-A15, 7.9X slowdown on Nehalem, and 2.1X slowdown on Cortex-A7. When the LLC is not partitioned, we observed up to 26.3X slowdown on Cortex-A15, 103.7X slowdown on Nehalem, and 6.8X slowdown on Cortex-A7.

In summary, while cache space competition (i.e., cache-line evictions) is certainly an important source of interference, eliminating the space competition through cache-partitioning does not necessary provide ideal isolation in COTS multicore platforms due to the characteristics of non-blocking caches. Through a series of experiments, we demonstrated that the MSHR competition can also cause significant interference, especially in out-of-order cores.

VI. CONCLUSION

Many prior works focus on cache partitioning to ensure predictable cache performance. In this paper, we showed that cache partitioning does not necessarily provide predictable cache performance in modern COTS multicore platforms that use non-blocking caches to exploit memory-level-parallelism (MLP). We quantified the degree of MLP on three COTS multicore platforms and performed a set of experiments that are specially designed to expose worst-case interference in accessing the shared LLC among the cores.

The results showed that while cache-partitioning help reduce interference, it can still suffer significant interference—up to an order of magnitude slowdown—even when the task under consideration accesses its own dedicated cache partition (i.e., all cache-hits). This is because there are other important shared resources, particularly MSHRs, which need to be managed in order to provide better isolation on COTS multicore platforms. We plan to address the issue as our future work.
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Fig. 6: [Exp.4] Slowdown of Latency(LLC) with BwWrite(DRAM) co-runners.

Fig. 7: [Exp.5] Slowdown of BwRead(LLC) with BwWrite(DRAM) co-runners.

Fig. 8: [Exp.6] Slowdown of BwRead(LLC) with BwWrite(LLC) co-runners.

Fig. 9: Maximum observed slowdowns in all experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s vehicles contain an ever increasing amount of software. These software functions consist of various components that replace mechanical controllers. The current market situation reinforces the challenges of integrating these software functions on a shared platform, because adding a new function into a vehicle often means purchasing pre-manufactured hardware and software with little information about the internal behavior [1].

The AUTOSAR consortium, however, recognized that a revolutionary performance increase of in-vehicle electronic systems comes from the composition and the integration of independently developed software functions. In AUTOSAR, functions are developed using components which are executed as tasks by an OSEK-certified operating system (OS). Some of these tasks may share memory-mapped input-and-output (I/O) devices, actuation devices (such as brakes) and software pieces [1] (such as object detection). The protocols that manage synchronization on these shared resources may further impact I/O delays experienced by the tasks of a component. Many components, especially those that implement control functionality, are sensitive to timing and fluctuations in actuation delays.

Hierarchical scheduling frameworks (HSFs) support promising techniques to control such timing delays and fluctuations. In order to support composition of components and temporal isolation between them, Nolte et al. [2] investigated the applicability of HSFs into AUTOSAR. The HSF is implemented using so-called servers as a layer between the AUTOSAR OS and the AUTOSAR Runtime Environment. The AUTOSAR standard allows for inclusion of proprietary technology, as long as the extensions can be abstracted to an AUTOSAR OS [2]. In this work we apply an HSF to real automotive software and we demonstrate its use in the field by means of video material.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief overview of the case study being explored in this paper. Section III then presents the software components that were developed for our use case. Section IV describes the deployment of those software modules on our ECU. Section V discusses some of the practical challenges we faced in the development and deployment of our ECU software. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. AN AUTOMOTIVE CASE STUDY

In this work we integrated 3 software applications into a Jaguar XF (see Figure 1); an active suspension controller [3], a supervisory controller and a run-away process. We established timing predictable execution of these applications by means of an HSF, which allocates a server to each application.

The active suspension is part of a more comprehensive Integrated Vehicle Dynamics Controller (IVDC), which is meant to stabilize a vehicle in critical situations. The IVDC further improves the electronic stability program (ESP) of a car by adding suspension control to the integrated control [3].

A supervisory controller checks the correctness of the shared sensor and actuator data and handles faults when necessary. It is split up in a Central Supervisory Control (CSC) which coordinates central actions for the 4 wheels and a Local Supervisory Control (LSC) which controls a single suspension unit for one wheel. More precisely, the CSC implements logic to coordinate the suspension per axle and for the entire car.

The run-away process can be put in a mode where it consumes all processor cycles and it runs at the highest priority. It is used to demonstrate temporal isolation between the three applications, i.e., each application can consume only the resources allocated to its server and nothing more.

A. Logical view to hardware

We use various ECUs in the car which are connected to a fieldbus; some of these nodes are virtual ones. Each wheel is controlled locally. In our setup, one wheel is controlled by an ECU while the other wheels are controlled by a dSPACE [4] system (hence, the other ECUs are not deployed in real and their software runs on a central dSpace node). dSPACE provides a powerful hardware platform and tools for prototyping embedded applications. The CSC also executes on the dSPACE system.

*This work is supported by the Dutch High-Tech-Automotive-Systems innovation programme under the VERIFIED project (Grant number: HTASI10003).
In this project we employed 4 ECUs at each corner of a test car for active suspension. A central dSpace coordinates the local ECUs. It therefore implements components for supervisory control and software-based integrated-vehicle-dynamics (IVDC) state estimation. We have integrated their local counterparts, i.e., 2 components which are (semi-)independently developed by various project partners, through an HSF with well-defined mechanisms for resource virtualization on a local ECU.

The ECU that we used is a Freescale EVB9S12XF512E evaluation board with a 16-bits, MC9S12XF512 processor and 32 kB on-chip RAM. The clock speed of the processor was set to 40MHz in order to accommodate the processing load. The board provides, among others, 16 Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs), several PWM outputs, a CAN controller and a FlexRay controller. The Freescale board is connected to an extension board which protects the processor hardware from electric overloads, it offers voltage division and it provides connectors to the processor board and to the environment.

B. This work

In this work, a dedicated ECU is deployed in order to control the suspension of one of the four wheels of a car. On this ECU, we implement and run three different applications:

• **Two control loops for active suspension**: these tasks run at 400 Hz and 100 Hz, respectively (i.e., tasks with periods of 2.5 ms and 10 ms). These loops execute a control model (developed using Matlab/Simulink) and they interact directly with the hardware.

• **The LSC process**: it receives commands from the CSC, sends commands to the control loops, receives data from the control loops and sends state information to the CSC.

• **Run Away Process (RAP)**: on command it switches between a state in which it sends an “I’m alive” message each period and a state in which it tries to consume all CPU cycles.

Using our HSF extensions in MicroC/OS-II, temporal isolation is demonstrated between the three applications. Hence, the other applications are protected against the RAP. Moreover, we describe their mapping on a platform with scarce resources.

III. ECU SOFTWARE

In this section we give an overview of the software modules that are integrated on our ECU. Figure 2 shows the dependencies between the different modules. Firstly, we briefly recapitulate MicroC/OS-II and its HSF. Secondly, we introduce the LSC and its run-time libraries. Thirdly, we introduce the 4-point-hydraulic (4PH) suspension control. Finally, we describe our communication stub.

The hardware drivers are not further described. These drivers were mostly delivered with MicroC/OS-II or by Freescale. Moreover, the most interesting part is described by our communication stub, which provides an abstraction layer for the underlying fieldbus drivers (either CAN or FlexRay).

Also the RAP is not discussed in further detail. The reason is that the RAP is a fairly simple process, i.e., an event-triggered infinite loop which is introduced for the purpose of demonstrating temporal isolation within an HSF.

1The dependencies of the communication stub to the application modules (LSC, RAP and 4PH active control) are just there to ease their definitions of message types; they can be avoided by means of singleton-like patterns.
A. MicroC/OS-II and its HSF

MicroC/OS-II is a microkernel which is maintained and supported by Micrium [5] and is applied in many application domains, e.g., automotive. The kernel is open source and available for free for non-commercial purposes. The MicroC/OS-II kernel features preemptive multitasking for up to 256 tasks, and its size is configurable at compile time, e.g. services like mailbox and semaphores can be disabled.

This section recapitulates our proprietary HSF module for MicroC/OS-II [6, 7]. Extending MicroC/OS-II with basic HSF support requires a realization of the following concepts:

1) Server scheduling: Similar to the MicroC/OS-II task scheduling approach, we introduce a ready queue for servers indicating whether or not a server has capacity left. When the scheduler is called, it activates the ready server with the highest priority. The fixed-priority scheduler of MicroC/OS-II then selects the highest-priority ready task from the group of tasks corresponding to the running server. The implementation of periodic servers turned out to be very similar to implementing periodic tasks [6].

2) Task scheduling: After masking the task groups of all servers except the tasks of the active one, the MicroC/OS-II fixed-priority scheduler subsequently determines the highest priority ready task; this code is unmodified.

3) Idle Server: We reserve the lowest task priority levels for an idle server, which contains MicroC/OS-II’s idle task at the lowest local priority. This server cannot deplete its budget, so that the idle server can always be switched in whenever no other server is eligible to execute.

A major effort in the HSF’s realization translates into a hierarchical representation of timed events. In a system we therefore employ four timer queues to control tasks and servers. In case of single level scheduling, we have just a single system queue that represents the timer events associated with the arrival of tasks. In an HSF, we use this existing system queue for the scheduling of servers. The timers in this queue represent budget-replenishment events corresponding to the start of a new period. In addition there is a local queue for each server which keeps track of the timers needed to manage the tasks inside a server such as the arrival of periodic tasks. At any time at most one server can be running on the processor; all other servers are inactive. When a server is suspended, its local queue is deactivated. In this configuration the hardware timer drives two timer queues, i.e., the local queue of the active (running) server and a system queue.

When the running server is preempted, its local queue is deactivated and the queue belonging to the newly scheduled server is activated. In order to ensure correct execution, the time that passed since the previous deactivation needs to be accounted for upon activation. To keep track of this time we synchronize the local queue of the newly activated server with global time. The last queue does not need to get synchronized when a server is resumed, because a deactivated server does not consume its budget.

We refer the interested reader to [6] for a detailed performance evaluation of MicroC/OS-II and our HSF.

B. Local supervisory control and its ASD runtime

The Local Supervisory Control (LSC) consists of code generated from formally verified state charts. These state charts are programmed using the ASD:Suite [12]. Although ASD’s underlying model-checking techniques can guarantee absence of faults in the state-chart models, absence of faults is not automatically guaranteed in the modeled program unless code generation techniques are applied.

For this purpose, amongst other approaches, Broadfoot and Hopcroft [8] proposed to bridge the gap between formal methods and the informal world of software engineering by combining the sequence-based specification method (SBS) [9] and the process algebra Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [10]. Broadfoot and Hopcroft [8, 11] extended this work by developing automated translations between SBSs, CSP and executable code, such that the operational semantics are preserved. This led to the invention of Analytical Software Design (ASD) and together with the commercial product ASD:Suite [12], developed and owned by Verum, enables its full integration into industrial practices.

Using ASD, we describe the provided interface of the LSC component, which consists of the following methods:

- `comm_ok`;
- `controls_enabled`;
- `reset_system`;
- `reset_errors`.

These methods can be called by other components in the system, i.e., in our case, the communication stub.

The behaviour behind the interface of the LSC component is then captured by a state chart, as shown in Figure 3. It has the following states: uninitialized, passive and active. The state changes of the LSC are triggered by the received commands.
from incoming network messages. From the uninitialized state, a transition is made to the initialized/standby state when the LSC receives the comm\_ok message from the communication stub. This message is sent as soon as the first message is received from the CSC. When the controls\_enabled signal is received, the active/full performance state is entered.

When faults are detected, the LSC goes into either the degraded state or into the passive state. The degraded state is entered if the measured sensor data (i.e., the pressure and current) deviate from their expected values. These errors are reported to the CSC and the LSC can return to the full performance state when the reset\_errors message is received.

In the passive states the local 4PH suspension control acts independently of the central control. This happens, e.g., when the communication between the dSpace box and our ECU fails. The communication is considered to be correct (see Section V-B) as long as maximally two messages from the CSC are missed, either because these did not arrive at the ECU or because the ECU could not process these in time. If the communication fails, i.e., when more than two messages are not received, then the passive state is entered. When messages are arriving again, the communication stub sends the comm\_ok message again and the full performance state is re-entered. Otherwise, the LSC stays in the passive state.

Finally, the above design is formally verified by ASD. By modeling its environment, e.g., the interface of the communication stub which may use the LSC’s provided interface, concurrency issues of tasks interacting with the LSC can be avoided. Subsequently, MISRA C compliant source code [13] has been generated which implements the model.

**C. 4PH active suspension**

The local 4PH suspension control of our ECU controls the suspension unit at one wheel of the car. The suspension unit for one wheel consists of a conventional suspension extended with a hydraulic system. The hydraulic system consists of a fluid-filled cylinder with a piston that divides the cylinder into two parts. The pressure on both sides of the piston can be varied by two electrically operated valves, so that the piston and the rod attached to it can move in both directions. The valves are actuated via Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), so the effective voltage applied is determined by the ratio of the duty cycle and the period of the PWM. Hydraulic pressure is measured on both sides of the valves. Also the actual current of the valves and the voltage of the power supply are measured.

The code generated from this active-suspension application for our ECU consists of 2 control loops: one controls the pressure of the valves at 100Hz and the other controls the current at 400Hz. The central dSpace box runs the software for the other 3 wheels of the car and it runs the CSC which implements logic to coordinate the suspension per axle and for the entire car. The entire control application has been modelled and tested using Matlab-Simulink. For details on the vehicle dynamics, we refer the interested reader to [3].

**D. Communication stub**

The communication stub optimizes concurrent use of the network bus and abstracts its underlying technology. In this section, we describe how we connected our ECU to a CAN bus; Section V-C shows how the CAN connection can be replaced by a FlexRay connection.

The communication optimization focuses on minimizing the number of messages to be transmitted from dSpace to the ECU and vice versa. Messages that are to be sent at the same time are therefore piggybacked into one packet. The abstraction takes care of a uniform message format and it hides variations in latency and jitter involved with communication. This is needed, because the data structures, that define the messages being communicated over the CAN network, are compiled differently by the dSpace and the Freescale compilers. The communication stub therefore encodes and decodes CAN messages.

Moreover, without any additional means, the clocks at the dSpace box and our ECU will not be synchronized, which may lead to jitter. Although the central controllers at the dSpace and the local controllers at the ECU may roughly run at the same speed, they will not be as tightly synchronized as they would be in case both run on the same dSpace box. This may have two consequences for a local controller:

1) When it runs ahead, it may expect an absent message;
2) When it runs behind, it may receive multiple messages.

Both problems are resolved by assuming that the local controller has a state-message semantics. That is, the last value that has been sent is returned and there is no synchronization between sender and receiver.

This way of communication may lead to conflicts with the LSC, because the LSC expects messages upon each event that requires a change of its internal state. We have therefore implemented a translation layer in the communication stub in order to support event messages (see Section V-A).
IV. APPLICATION MAPPING

In this section, we firstly describe the mapping of applications to tasks and servers. Secondly, we describe the mapping of applications to messages on the fieldbus. Finally, we discuss the mapping of applications to memory.

A. Servers and tasks

As suggested by Figure 2, the application settings of MicroC/OS-II and the integrated ECU software are together defined in a main file. This file includes declarations of tasks and servers, their priorities and the stack size of the start tasks, i.e., the task that creates the other tasks and that starts the real-time clock. The real-time clock operates at 4000Hz, which restricts the monitoring of the resource consumption to 10% of the execution of the most frequent control loop.

In total we define 3 servers, i.e., given in descending priority order: for the RAP, the active suspension and the LSC process. The RAP and the LSC are (arbitrarily) allocated 10% processor bandwidth each period of 10 ms. Based on our experiments, the processor budget of the server corresponding to the active suspension control is set to 80% of the processor bandwidth with a period of 2.5 ms.

The local 4PH suspension control consists of two control loops (for current control and for pressure control) which are running on the same server. For each of the control loops, a task is created and their priorities are assigned in a rate-monotonic manner. In order to reduce the number of context switches between these tasks, their execution is forced in a strictly alternating manner (using a release offset and semaphore protection), so that 1 execution of the 100Hz control loop is followed by 4 executions of the 400Hz control loop. Moreover, the offsets of the tasks are chosen such that the high-frequent task cannot be preempted due to the server’s budget depletion.

B. Fieldbus communication

In our setup, the applications on the ECU report their status to the CSC. The fieldbus (by default CAN) is therefore used by three different applications, i.e., from the ECU’s sides:

- **Active-suspension control**: every 2.5 ms, it reports the current and voltage set points of the valves.
- **LSC**: every 10 ms, it reports state and error information;
- **RAP**: sends an “I’m alive” message every 10 ms.

The messages from the LSC and the RAP are piggybacked on the control messages, because these have the highest frequency. In return, the CSC on the dSpace box replies to our ECU every 10 ms. The messages received by our ECU contain:

1) set points and estimated valve flows for the control loops;
2) state-change commands for the LSC;
3) state-change commands for the RAP.

C. Memory management

A major challenge encountered was that the control application (generated from Simulink) did not fit into the non-paged memory of the processor, i.e., the application requires more than the 8KB directly accessible RAM. Additional RAM can be used by means of the so-called banked memory model which enables memory paging. By loading a page into the page window and making sure no other page is loaded into this window, 4KB additional RAM can be directly addressed.

The support for memory paging required us to change the functions involved in context switching, including the interrupt service routines (ISRs), because the stack needs to store the PPAGE register and a 24-bit function pointer (only a 16-bit pointer is stored in the non-paged case). Paging has only been implemented for code, not for data as this would have required additional effort which was unnecessary to solve our memory problems. For performance reasons, compiler directives (pragmas) were applied to ISRs in order to link them into non-banked memory.

V. DISCUSSION: RELIABLE COMMUNICATION

A. Joint event-triggered and time-triggered message handling

In our design, two types of message semantics have been integrated [14]: event-message and state-message semantics. For event-message semantics, a message is associated with an event that is processed upon receiving the message. Also, synchronization is needed between sender and receiver. For state-message semantics, the last value that has been sent is returned which represents the last known state of the sender. Since we cannot assume intermediate synchronization between the dSpace box and our ECU, we implemented a translation from event-message semantics to state-message semantics.

The 4PH suspension control loops are implemented using Matlab/Simulink. Matlab/Simulink implements time-triggered activations of control tasks and it polls for input data, corresponding to state-message semantics. The local 4PH suspension control will therefore automatically read the data of the latest received message, i.e., following the state-message semantics.

However, the LSC assumes event-message semantics, because the supervisory control is assumed to be activated upon a (relevant) state change in its environment. This requires a conversion from state-message semantics to event-message semantics in the communication stub. For this purpose, our communication stub provides dedicated send and receive primitives, which we briefly describe below.

1) Sending messages: When a send primitive is called from the communication stub interface, this will simply cause an update of local data within the communication stub corresponding to the send request. However, no message is being submitted at this time. Only periodically, messages are being packed and submitted to the CAN bus.

When multiple state changes happen for the local read data of supervisory control, it gives rise to multiple events to reflect those state changes. This may lead to overload situations, as discussed in the next subsection.

2) Receiving messages: When a read primitive is called from the communication stub, all messages (if any) will be retrieved from the message queue of the CAN driver, in the order of arrival. Only the latest received message will be taken into account for handling, because a state-message semantics is assumed. This is possible because only the local state of the LSC needs to be updated. This message may cause a state-change in the LSC, where only the last state matters.
and decoded by using the union of their data (i.e., fast piggybacking). The data structures of the FlexRay messages are defined as a union of a set of fields and a byte array. Such a union provides the possibility to approach the memory location at which the structure is stored as one of the fields or as a byte in the array. This makes the earlier described functions to encode and decode messages obsolete.

However, since FlexRay messages are larger than CAN messages, FlexRay communication requires more data memory compared to CAN. This reinforces the challenges related to efficient memory management of the applications running on our ECU (as discussed in Section IV-C).

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we revisited HSFs for facilitating timing predictable integration of automotive software components. Previously, we have published both the theoretical [15] and the practical impact [6, 7] of resource virtualization on the timeliness of synthetic components. In this paper we presented our experiences with employing our HSF in an ECU with real automotive software. A Jaguar XF carries our HSF with active-suspension software, which we captured on video. Future cars are expected to rely even more on timing predictable composition, not just for further vehicle dynamics but also for car-to-car control (like collision avoidance). Here real-time systems and the internet-of-things may join their forces.
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Abstract—In recent years the multi-core era started to affect embedded systems, changing some of the rules: While on a single processor, Earliest Deadline First has been proven to be the best algorithm to guarantee the correct execution of priorized tasks, Dhall et al. have shown that this approach is not feasible for multi-processor systems anymore. A variety of new scheduling algorithms has been introduced, competing to be the answer to the challenges multi-processor real-time scheduling is imposing. In this paper, we study the solution space of prioritization-based task scheduling algorithms using genetic programming and state-of-the-art accelerator technologies. We demonstrate that this approach is indeed feasible to generate a wide variety of capable scheduling algorithms with pre-selected characteristics, the best of which outperform many existing approaches. For a static predefined set of tasks, overfitting even allows us to produce optimal algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the trends in the personal computing sector, many embedded systems are nowadays equipped with multiple processing units. These resources are used for non-critical tasks like entertainment systems and critical ones, where wrong timing is considered a failure. In real-time systems, the latter are traditionally studied using the preemptive task model. A task $T_i$ arrives at time $A_i$ in the system and is supposed to finish its execution by its deadline $D_i$. Furthermore, with these critical tasks, it is usually assumed, that the worst case execution time $C_i$ is known upfront. Tasks can either be occurring only once or periodically, where $AD_i$ is also considered to be the time interval, after which the task arrives again. If a given set of tasks includes only periodic tasks, it is called a periodic task set; otherwise it is called sporadic.

A task scheduling algorithm is used to schedule these tasks onto $p$ processors so that no task misses its deadline. This is usually realized by assigning priorities to the tasks. If the task set is known upfront, static scheduling algorithms can be used, assigning fixed priorities to the tasks. This is very efficient since the scheduling algorithm only needs to be executed once. If the task set is not known upfront and new tasks arrive during system runtime, dynamic scheduling algorithms need to be utilized. They reevaluate the priorities of all known tasks and are usually executed when new tasks arrive or at predefined time intervals during runtime.

Born at a time when resources for embedded systems were very restricted, traditional scheduling algorithms are rather simplistic, usually assigning priorities based on a single attribute: the deadline. As discussed in Section II, more sophisticated algorithms are required in multi-core scenarios. Ideally, an algorithm should be optimal, which means that it is capable of finding a feasible schedule whenever there exists one. While it has been proven that an optimal algorithm for multi-core scenarios cannot exist, a number of algorithms have been proposed that can schedule certain classes of task sets. In Section III we describe our approach to the problem. By applying genetic programming and state-of-the-art accelerator technologies, we were able to evaluate a vast variety of prioritization-based scheduling algorithms. As shown in Section IV our implementation can be used to find close-to-optimal algorithms tailored to task sets with specific characteristics.

II. RELATED WORK

For single processor scenarios, optimal algorithms have been around for a long time [1]: Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) [2] is an optimal static scheduling algorithm for periodic task sets. RMS prioritizes inverse proportionally to period lengths. Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [2] is an optimal dynamic scheduling algorithm for sporadic task sets. Each time a new task arrives, EDF prioritizes based on the deadlines of all tasks. Least Laxity First (LLF) [3] is also an optimal dynamic scheduling algorithm. The priority of each task is based on the difference of its remaining execution time and the time until its deadline is violated. Since this difference constantly changes during runtime, LLF shows strong oscillation effects as shown in Figure 1 leading to a huge amount of task switches. In practice, task switching in embedded systems comes with a performance overhead. Thus, there are variations of LLF such as Modified Least Laxity First (MLLF) [4] that try to reduce the oscillation effect.

![Fig. 1. Scheduling algorithms like Least Laxity First [3] show oscillating behavior where the priority is altered at each quantum.](image)

In multi-processor scenarios, things get a little bit more complicated: Besides oscillation effects, task schedulers also have to cope with Dhall’s effect and pure global task sets.

Dhall’s effect is demonstrated in Figure 2. It describes the scenario where there are task sets which produce a very
low overall system utilization, but still miss a deadline when scheduled with traditional algorithms. A number of "hot fixes" to EDF and RMS were introduced that have been proven to circumvent the problem: e.g. EDF First Fit/Best Fit [5], Earliest Deadline Until Zero Laxity (ED2ZL) [6], and UMax algorithms [7], [8]. Although Dhall’s effect is prevented, these scheduling algorithms only allow for low system utilizations: e.g. 35.425% for sporadic and 37.482% for periodic task sets [7], [8]. Since this is significantly lower than the 50% utilization, that is considered the actual limit [9], new approaches were evaluated. Lundberg has proven that by assigning task priorities based on the slack (AD − C) instead of the deadline, the acceptable utilization for sporadic task sets can be increased to 38.197% [10].

Fig. 2. This two-processor scenario with three tasks demonstrates Dhall’s effect [2]. Although it is possible to schedule all tasks according to their deadline (bottom schedule), Earliest Deadline First (EDF) fails to do so (schedule on top).

A popular approach to multi-processor real-time scheduling is to statically allocate tasks to processors so that a task will never be migrated to another one. The alternative to this partitioned approach, is the global approach where each processor can execute each task and tasks will be migrated accordingly. Migrating tasks results in additional overhead, but it is the only way to handle pure global task sets as depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. This two-processor scenario with three tasks demonstrates Levin’s pure global task sets [11]. Although it is possible to schedule all tasks according to their deadline (bottom schedule), it is impossible to do so by pinning tasks to a single processor (schedule on top).

There are algorithms that avoid Dhall’s effect and are capable of scheduling pure global task sets while allowing utilizations of up to almost 100%. Proportionate Fair Scheduling [11], [12] and Dp-fair use a fluid scheduling model with fair task progress, which requires a reprioritization of all tasks at predefined time intervals. Largest Local Remaining Execution First (LLR EF) [13] follows a similar model, but reprioritizes based on the laxity and execution time of the active tasks, instead of static time intervals. When it comes to theoretical maximal system utilization, these scheduling algorithms perform exceptionally well. However, depending on the frequency of the reprioritizations, they show oscillation effects and introduce significant scheduling overhead. This overhead is comprised of the execution time of the more complex scheduling algorithm itself, the overhead for switching the active tasks and the overhead for task migration between processors. Another restriction is that the aforementioned reprioritizing algorithms are only suitable for periodic task sets. Hong et al. [14] formulated the hypothesis that there is no optimal priority-driven algorithm for sporadic task sets. This hypothesis has been proven by Fisher [15].

A. Research Gap

In this work, we contribute to the field of real-time multi-processor scheduling by presenting an approach to:

- Identify novel algorithms by exploring the solution space for real-time scheduling algorithms.
- Create algorithms complying with desired characteristics such as the number of task migrations and maximal system utilization.

As a means to implement these goals, we use genetic programming to evolve real-time scheduling algorithms with pre-selected characteristics. Using genetic programming for the creation of our algorithms allows us to cover a wide variety of scheduling alternatives, thereby helping us to identify the attributes and functions that are most successful to reduce overheads while allowing for a solid system utilization. While being able to create optimal algorithms for many of the task sets we used in our evaluation, we were unable to identify an algorithm that is optimal for the general case. However, these findings harmonize with the proof of Fisher [15], which states that no optimal algorithm can exist for the general case. Running such a compute-intensive simulation to identify suitable algorithms was only possible due to the performance of modern processor and state-of-the-art accelerator technologies.

We are not the first to apply genetic algorithms to the research area of scheduling algorithms for multi-processor systems. Hou et al. [16] and Greenwood et al. [17] used genetic algorithms and evolutionary strategies to generate heuristics for predefined task graphs. While demonstrating the feasibility of the approach, both studies focussed exclusively on task sets that are known upfront and created heuristics that, while useful in for multi-processor systems in general, did not consider real-time requirements.

Furthermore, there are existing studies that simulate scheduling algorithms to evaluate their qualitative and quantitative characteristics [18]–[20]. These approaches are sophisticated to gain insight into capabilities of a single selected scheduling algorithm, while our approach allows sift through a vast amount of scheduling algorithms to identify the interesting candidates for further examination.

To the best knowledge of the authors, we are the first to apply genetic programming for an exploration of the real-time scheduling algorithm solution space for arbitrary task sets.

III. APPROACH

Mathematical modeling of the task scheduling domain and proving the qualities of particular scheduling algorithms becomes increasingly complicated the more complex the scheduling algorithms are. Thus, the next best thing would be a simulation of all possible scheduling algorithms starting with a very
limited set of terms and functions and iteratively considering more, when the current complexity is exhaustively studied. Such an approach has to handle humungous state explosions with every additional variable and function. Evolutionary processes and genetic algorithms have proven to be ideal for these kinds of scenarios, since they confine unpromising states while iteratively exploring the more promising ones. [21]–[23] This section discusses the application of genetic algorithms to identify promising scheduling algorithms.

A. Architecture

The general architecture of our approach is depicted in Figure 4. We start by loading the three kinds of task sets, that we use as the workload for our simulation. The task sets are described in detail in Section III-B. Furthermore, we generate a number of initial prioritization schemes. Prioritization schemes form the core of our scheduling algorithms. They encapsulate everything that is needed to assign priorities to task sets. The generic task scheduler shown in Figure 5 will use these schemes to prioritize the tasks and then simply schedule them based on their priorities.

![Fig. 4. Architecture: the evolutionary process iteratively refines the scheduling strategies using a variety of task sets.](image)

### Implementation

```plaintext
for(runtime = 0;
    runtime < simulationEnd && !missedDeadline(tasks);
    ++runtime)
{}
activeTasks = filterActive(tasks);
// this is exchanged with each prioritization scheme
prioritizationScheme->prioritizeTasks(activeTasks);
orderDescendantByPriority(activeTasks);
tasksToSchedule = selectFirst(activeTasks, processors);
simulateDiscreteStep(tasksToSchedule);
```

Fig. 5. The generic scheduler is the core of our implementation. In our implementation schedulers only differ in the way they assign priorities to tasks at any given point in time throughout the execution. This scheduling strategy is determined by the prioritization scheme.

The evolutionary process is conducted iteratively with the following consecutive steps: evaluation, rating, evolving. In the evaluation step, each prioritization scheme is used to schedule each of the task sets. It is monitored how many tasks switches and task migrations were required and how many of the task sets failed to be scheduled successfully, e.g. a deadline was missed. In the rating step, this information is used to assign a fitness value to each of the prioritization schemes. Based on the fitness value the well-known mechanisms of selection, mutation and crossover are applied to create the next generation of prioritization schemes. This process is repeated until candidates with fitness values that are sufficient to comply with our requirements have been found, e.g. prioritization schemes capable of scheduling all task sets successfully, or a predefined maximal runtime is exceeded.

By adapting the fitness rating accordingly, this architecture allows us to easily ensure that the scheduling algorithms comply with our requirements when balancing task migrations and maximal supported utilization.

B. Task Sets

The quality of the resulting prioritization schemes depends primarily on the task sets that are used for the fitness rating of the evolutionary process. We distinguish between three categories of task sets: representative task sets, stochastic task sets and complete task sets.

**Representative** task sets are a selection of task sets from the literature that is used to evaluate the capability of a prioritization scheme to handle the 'hard' cases. For single processor scenarios, we have task sets that can barely be scheduled by Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS), cases that RMS fails to schedule, but Earliest Deadline First (EDF) can schedule. In the multi-processor scenarios, we extend these conventional task sets so that the workload increases according to the number of processors. Furthermore, we add task sets that show different effects discussed in Section II. Our set of representative task sets includes both periodic and sporadic task sets. Most of these task sets could be scheduled with a partitioning strategy, e.g. without task migration. Consequently, we added pure global task sets as described by Levin et al. [11] to complete our mix of representative task sets. An overview of aforementioned task sets and the ability of selected scheduling algorithms to find a feasible schedule is presented in Table I.

While representative task sets are well suited to remove prioritization schemes that fail to handle the problematic cases, **stochastic** task sets allow us to assess the overall scheduling performance by mitigating undesirable overfitting effects. To accomplish this, we generate a number of task sets with a pseudo-random generator based on a stochastic distribution.

**Complete** task sets are created by generating every possible combination of task distributions for a given number of processors and number of scheduling time slices (quanta). Since both representative task sets and stochastic task sets are included in complete task sets, they deliver the best quality for the evaluation. The drawback is, though, that the amount of task sets that have to be generated grows exponentially and renders computation unfeasible for all but very small amounts of processors and quanta. In our experiments, we studied complete tasks sets for up to 8 processors and quanta of up to 6 intervals, resulting in about 10^9 task sets.

C. Evolution

We represent each prioritization scheme as an abstract syntax tree (AST) that can be executed for a task to produce a priority. Figure 6 shows an example. The evolutionary process...
TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF OUR SET OF REPRESENTATIVE TASK SETS. THE RIGHT PART OF THE TABLE SHOWS WHICH PROCESSOR CONFIGURATIONS CANNOT BE SCHEDULED BY EXISTING SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS. 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 ARE THE NUMBERS OF PROCESSORS USED. CONFIGURATIONS MARKED WITH A * CAN ONLY PARTLY BE SCHEDULED. PLEASE NOTE THAT LEVIN’S PURE GLOBAL TASK SETS [11] CAN NEITHER BE SCHEDULED BY APPROACHES THAT APPLY A SIMPLE PARTITIONING, NOR BY APPROACHES THAT ARE SENSITIVE TO UTILIZATION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>periodic</th>
<th>partitionable</th>
<th>Laxity-based</th>
<th>global EDF</th>
<th>EDF-US</th>
<th>EDZL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMS3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2* 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2* 4* 8* 16*</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiEDF</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partitioned</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2* 4* 8* 16*</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhall</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlackDhall</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intwoven</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>2 4 8 16</td>
<td>4* 8* 16*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The set of functions supported by our AST are: addition, subtraction, multiplication, protected division, protected logarithm, exponentiation, check for equality, check for inequality, selecting the minimum, and selecting the maximum. Checking for equality and inequality will produce either 1 for success or 0, allowing a combination with the other functions: AD * (L == 0).

The fitness of a prioritization scheme is rated according to multiple objectives [23]. A prioritization scheme is considered better than a similar one, if it can either schedule more task sets successfully or needs significantly less migrations for the scheduling. The impact of the objectives on the fitness functions can be configured by weights. For the selection process, we experimented with different population sizes. We observed that a tournament based selection process with 8 participants and a population size of 100 produced the best results.

In our experiments, we experienced overfitting effects [22], where the identified candidates were capable of scheduling all the task sets we trained them with. This is useful, if you want to use the approach, to find the perfect schedule for a specific task set. In the study of the solution space for scheduling algorithms, it is a hindrance, though, because overfitted prioritization schemes perform worse in the general case. To control overfitting, we created two distinct sets of task sets - the first to evolve the schemes and the second for the final evaluation. Furthermore, we applied randomizations and weighted function length negatively, since long functions tend to overfit more, than shorter ones.

D. Implementation and Performance Tuning

For the practical evaluation, we implemented the conceptual architecture presented in Figure 4. Fortunately, the repetitive steps of generation, evaluation and selection are suited for a parallel implementation. Our initial measurements indicated that the evaluation step is the predominant workload causing 99.99% of the overall execution time. As a consequence, all optimization efforts were directed at improving the efficiency of the evaluation step.

The time required for the evaluation process was greatly reduced using several optimization techniques: Using a stack-based representation of terms resulted in a decreased number of memory allocation operations compared to a tree-based data structure. At the same time, the stack-based structure...
managed to increase the degree of data locality. Targeting the goal of data locality as well, an additional blocking method was applied to increased the amount of cache hits. Finally, we evaluated several strategies to vectorize our implementation. However, in contrast to the other optimizations, none of the vectorization strategies resulted in any significant performance improvements.

In addition to an x86_64 CPU-based implementation, we also created prototypes targeting Intel’s Many Integrated Core (MIC) architecture exclusively as well as a hybrid version. The hybrid implementation applies an asymmetric load distribution scheme between the CPU and the MIC in order to maximize the execution speed.

The Xeon Phi accelerators based on the MIC architecture consist of 57-61 cores that are based on a modified P54C design. Unlike GPU compute devices, all cores of a MIC accelerator can act independently of each other. This property makes the MIC architecture a promising target for the parallel evaluation of diverse prioritization functions. Since the MIC architecture supports x86_64 instructions, the optimization we conducted improved the performance for both architectures.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Qualitative evaluation

As described in Section III-C, we designed our implementation to assign fitness ratings based on weighted objectives. Figure 7 shows the impact of weighting migrations with 10%.

![Figure 7](image1.png)

**Fig. 7.** Fitness ratings that are based on the number of executable task sets exclusively show a faster evolutionary progress, but introduce a considerable amount of task migrations.

A selection of the resulting prioritization functions is listed in Table III. In this example, $L/RU$ was capable of scheduling all task sets, but required a substantial amount of task migrations. As another interesting candidate, $AD$ reduced the number of migrations by a factor of 35.9, but failed with over 25% of the task sets. These examples show that even simple functions can handle the training task sets very successfully. Our second set of task sets proved to be a greater challenge. We conducted elaborate simulation runs each with up to 200 generations. The most successful ones were capable of scheduling 83% of the task sets successfully. Some of them, such as $I / L$, were capable of executing pure global task sets, but failed with others.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show which terminals and functions are most dominant. The terminals that are used by the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms such as laxity $L$, remaining execution time $LD$, deadline $AD$ are successful at surviving the selection process. Surprisingly, the processor count, that could be a mechanism to distinguish single-processor from multi-processor systems is only scarcely used for prioritization. The most prominent functions are basic arithmetic functions such as addition and multiplication as well as selecting the minimum and maximum. Functions allowing terminals to have strong influence on the results such as exponentiation and logarithm are only used rarely.

![Figure 8](image2.png)

**Fig. 8.** Terminals with dynamic properties such as Laxity $L$, remaining execution time $LD$ and remaining utilization $RU$ were especially successful in the evolutionary process.

![Figure 9](image3.png)

**Fig. 9.** In our evolutionary process arithmetic operations as well as minimum and maximum operations were predominant.

In the majority of our experiments, we found a vast amount of candidate prioritization schemes with interesting properties. However, a generic optimal solution was not found, concurring with the literature [11], [14], [15].
B. Performance evaluation

Our optimized implementation was able to retrieve valid prioritization functions for multiprocessor systems ranging from 1 up to 400 processors in a feasible amount of time. Benchmarks were performed in a test environment equipped with two Xeon E5620 processors, each containing 4 cores clocked at 2.40 GHz, and 24 GB of main memory. Furthermore, a Xeon Phi 5110P accelerator was employed, providing 8 GB of dedicated memory and 60 cores clocked at 1.053 GHz.

The measurements illustrated in Figure 10 demonstrate that even though evolutionary approaches require huge amounts of compute resources, modern CPUs empower us to accomplish the task in acceptable time. The first generation of MIC-based hardware accelerators allowed us to push the limit a little further by achieved speedup factors of 2 for \( m = \sim 10^2 \).

V. Conclusion

In this work we have studied the feasibility of genetic programming and the evolutionary process to explore the solution space of priority-based scheduling algorithms. We found that this approach is indeed helpful to identify the terminals and functions that are most dominant in promising prioritization schemes. Furthermore, we demonstrated that it is possible to weight desired characteristics like task migration and find optimal schedulers for static task sets by exploiting overfitting.

None of the scheduling algorithms that we generated, not even the most promising ones were capable to schedule all our task sets successfully. These findings harmonize with Fisher’s proof [15] that no optimal priority-driven scheduling algorithm exists for arbitrary task sets.
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